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PSC demands paid family leave Bush’s
cuts hurt
students

BY MAYA KASHYAP
NEWS EDITOR

On Feb. 14, members of the Professional Staff Congress, CUNY’s
union, gathered to protest the lack
of paid parental or family leave.
The demonstration, on the
lower level of the VC, was strategically planned for Valentine’s Day,
as their table contained red cards
saying “CUNY, stop breaking our
hearts! Give us time with our families!”
Students, faculty and staff were
encouraged to sign these cards.
The PSC’s intention was to send
these cards to CUNY Chancellor
Matthew Goldstein in an effort to
change the current policy. As of
now, the policy states that faculty
and staff are entitled to 12 unpaid
weeks of leave under The Family
and Medical Leave Act.
Employees are also entitled to
ongoing health insurance coverage and their job when they return.
However, “expected or new mothers in the CUNY system are also
required to use their paid sick leave
for all or part of that same period,”
said Tracie Stahan, correspondent
for WNBC News who recently featured the story.
The demonstration took place
across 13 CUNY campuses and according to the PSC website, “they
gathered thousands of signatures.”
Peter Hitchcock, Chapter Chair of

Students,
faculty
network
at social

BY VENESSA STRACHAN

“Growth through education”
was the theme of the Faculty Social,
which took place in the multi-purpose room of the Vertical Campus
during club hours on Thursday,
Feb. 21. This event was sponsored
by Sigma Alpha Delta and co-sponsored by the Undergraduate Student Government, The Ticker, and
Baruch Radio.
“The purpose of the Faculty Social is to bring faculty and students
together in an informal social setting for information sharing and
better relationships,” said Harb
Johnson, the president of Sigma Alpha Delta.
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the PSC Baruch Chapter, manned
the table here. When asked why he
felt the issue of unpaid leave was so
important, he stated, “it has a big
effect on the hiring and retention of
young faculty.”
Keena Lipsitz, PSC paid-family-leave activist and assistant pro-
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Professor Peter Hitchhock explains PSC demands to a curious student.
fessor at Queens College noted in
the Clarion, the newspaper of the
PSC, that most other schools in the
NY region “offer six to eight weeks
paid leave for the birth mother, and
on top of that, a lot of them will allow fathers, adoptive parents and
other new parents to take a certain

amount of time for child care leave,”
but CUNY does not.
At the Baruch table, Hitchcock
noted that he had collected 50
cards so far. Though, expressing
disapproval with the current CUNY
policy, he noted, “for them its always a question of dollars.”

‘Panama’ visits Baruch

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

SEE SOCIAL PAGE 6

BY JANA KASPERKEVIC
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

On Wednesday, Feb.13, a panel
of Baruch College professors, including social activist and former
member of the Young Lords party,
Vicente “Panama” Alba, discussed
the history and implications of the
black power movement, encouraging students to make their own
mark in history.
A former member of the Young
Lords Party — an organization that
led a rebellious movement in the
‘60s and 70s’ based on community
activism and educational equality
— roused the crowd with his stories
of struggle and declaration of selfidentity.
“We did not know we were making history,” Panama said about
his own involvement in the Young
Lords. “I was not thinking, 20 years
from now, this is going to be discussed in colleges.”
He urged the crowd of about 75
students — predominantly Black
and Hispanic, to think about themselves in the same way: “History
is being written by you, based on
what you do or don’t do,” he said.

BUSINESS

That group of frenetic students
gathered that evening in the Vertical Campus to engage in a conversation about social movements and
their relevancy today.
The panel members included
Professors Regina Bernard Johanna
Fernandez, who is currently writing
a book on the Young Lords and Arthur Lewin, chairman of the black
and hispanic studies department at
Baruch.
While Professors Lewin and
Fernandez offered a historical narrative of the social movements
throughout the event and Bernard
urged students to take charge of
their own voices, Panama called on
his own experiences.
“We need to come to terms with
the fact that Africa runs through
our blood and indigenous peoples’
blood runs through our veins; what
we need to do is learn who we are
and be proud of who we are!” he
said, followed by loud applause.
Panama also spoke about colonialism in Puerto Rico, referring
to what he called a military and
financial invasion. “Yes, there is a
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Vicente “Panama” Alba tells it like it is.

SEE LATINO PAGE 4
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On Monday, Feb. 4, the Democratic Staff of the House Committee
on Education and Labor released
its three page report “FY 2009 Bush
Budget: Another Year of Drastic
Education Program Cuts, Funding
Reductions and Broken Promises,”
listing major failures of the President’s budget.
“President [George W.] Bush
proposes $59.2 billion for the Department of Education, freezing
the agency at the 2008 Omnibus
level despite rising college costs
and challenging academic requirements under the No Child Left Behind law.
Bush also eliminates 47 key educational programs, reducing the
federal investment in education by
more than $3.2 billion,” stated the
opening lines of the report.
One of the main points of criticism is President Bush’s second attempt to eliminate the Perkins Loan
program, even though his first attempt failed in 2006 when Congress
reauthorized this program and the
president, himself, signed it into a
law.
The Perkins Loan is listed on
Baruch’s Financial Aid Page along
with the Pell Grant and Federal
Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant (SEOG), all of which
will be affected by the new budget,
as available financial aid option to
eligible Baruch students. The budget proposes the elimination of
both the Perkins loans program,
SEOG, and only enough funding for
the Pell Grant to meet the levels set
in the College Cost Reduction and
Access Act- making the maximum
grant $4,800 for the 2009-2010
school year.
Pell grants range from $400 to
$4130 a year and are awarded to
U.S. citizens and eligible non-citizens. SEO grants range from $100
to $4000 a year and are awarded to
a limited number of U.S. citizens or
eligible non-citizen based on federal analysis of whether they demonstrate extreme need.
The Perkins loan program lends
eligible students up to $3000 a year.
The borrowers are charged the interest rate of five percent beginning
on the first day of the ninth month
and repayments, with minimum
monthly repayment of $40, begin
on the first day of tenth month after
they are no longer enrolled for at
least six credits.
SEE PERKINS PAGE 5
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CUNY launches new warning system
n CUNY A!ert offers
uniform mobile
notification system
to students across
all 24 campuses
BY BRITT YU
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Earlier this year, CUNY unveiled
a new emergency notification system. Students, faculty and staff who
sign up for CUNY A!ert will be able
to receive text messages and voice
mail about anything that could disrupt campus activity.
Unlike AirBaruch, this system
is available to anyone who attends
the 24 CUNY schools.
According to a newsletter sent
to Baruch’s faculty and staff from
President Kathleen Waldron’s office, CUNY A!ert is considered an
excellent step towards making sure
everyone in the college community
is safe.
According to the FAQ section of
the webpage, people will be notified of things such as school closings due to weather, utility failure
on campus and even if there is an
active shooter at large.

The messages will vary from detailed instructions to general warnings depending upon the situation.
Registration has begun this
month and CUNY A!ert will activate after this sign-up period. To
sign up, students must go to cuny.
edu/alert.
Those who already have CUNY
Portal accounts will need to log-in
with the same user name and password. Afterwards, people must provide at least one e-mail address and
one school the system can use and
keep track of.
Providing phone numbers is
only necessary if the person wants
voice-mail and/or text messages
sent there as well.
In light of the Virginia Tech
shooting in April 2007, universities across the country have taken
measures to try and ensure their
students’ safety, including CUNY.
According to Olayinka Fadahunsi, Baruch’s web communications coordinator, CUNY A!ert is
part of the bigger statewide alert
system, NY-Alert, and thus the way
the two work are similar.
SUNY’s own emergency notification system is part of it as well.
Fadahunsi has also stated that it
has been recommended that students sign up for both AirBaruch
and CUNY A!ert.
ILLUSTRATED BY DUSTIN WINEGAR I THE TICKER

Panel takes aim at racism

Live@Baruch postponed
BY MAYA KASHYAP
NEWS EDITOR

BY HASSAN ZUBAIR
STAFF WRTITER

On Tuesday, Feb. 19, Baruch
College hosted a panel discussion about the racial disparities
in law enforcement titled “Race
and Criminal Justice System.” The
Pre-Law Society and History Club
sponsored the event, as part of
Black History Month. Dr. Delores
Jones-Brown, the director of Center on Race, Crime and Justice at
CUNY John Jay College, and Daniel
J. Freeman, a legal fellow at the New
York Civil Liberties Union were the
expert speakers.
The condition of the criminal
justice system is of great alarm to
most people. Any improvement in
race relations requires addressing
how the flawed justice system adversely affects people of color. “It
plays off of and magnifies socioeconomic disparities that exist between
different class and racial groups,”
Freeman said. For example, during
January 2006 and September 2007,
police stopped 453,042 blacks and
only 94,530 whites, NYPD records
show.
Civil rights groups argue that
law enforcement practices have
negatively affected the black community. Sending black men off to
prison economically devastates
their families and communities.
Long prison sentences ruin any
prospect of social rejuvenation in
the neighborhood. They are also
robbed of their ability to vote.
A major area that civil rights
groups are working on is indigent
defense, the right to an attorney.
Counties across the U.S. are cutting
back on legal defense services. They
subcontract to the lowest-bid firms.
As a result, blacks cannot afford the
fees and are forced to plead guilty
to mandatory sentences.
Social myths and media bias
worsens people’s perception of the
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Dr. Dolores Jones-Brown, left, and Daniel Jay Freeman, discussed race and justice.
minorities groups in terms of race
and crime. A myth claims that drug
use is more widespread among
blacks than white. In fact, they
just use different drugs. It hints
that white drug users are caught
less frequently than black drug users. Continuous coverage of crime
scenes also plays into the myth
that blacks and minorities commit
more crime. People expect them
to be criminals and thus should be
suspected and searched, Dr JonesBrown said. Recent New York Daily
News statistics show that while Hispanics and blacks make up about
50 percent of the NYC subways riders, they account for 90 percent of
those stopped.
Jones-Brown talked about how
Kingston, Ontario Police apologized for racial profiling when statistics revealed injustices against
people of color. While Canadian
law enforcement has cracked down
on “systemic racism, “U.S. police
departments try to justify or explain the statistics, added JonesBrown. Racial profiling is against
the law and cannot be justified. All

citizens, regardless of race, cannot
be deprived of their constitutional
rights provided under the Fourth
Amendment. It is important to look
into the particular phrases of the
legislation, featured experts noted.
Polls show that most people want
the government to do everything
possible to make us safer as long as
the practices do not personally inconvenience them.
Though racism in the justice system is prevalent across the country,
civil rights advocates acknowledge
the great work of law enforcement.
They admit that cops honestly believe in enforcement practices and
risk their lives in the line of duty.
Freeman clarified that “A lot of police officers are out there trying to
help the city. They are public servants. Demeaning them does not
help.”
What needs to change is how
the police go about enforcing laws
and respecting civil liberties. Education and legislative advocacy engage the communities and brings
law enforcement together to help
prevent crime, Freeman added.

On Feb. 15, it was announced
through an email that the launch of
live@Baruch, the college’s new email system, is being postponed.
Christian Keck, director of student computing in the Baruch
Computing and Technology Center
(BCTC), noted that since Microsoft
maintains the system, “we do not
get reports on how many students
have created accounts or logged
on.” Out of the 17,000 possible accounts, “only 4000 have logged on
and sent emails,” says Keck. “That’s
not really a high percentage.” The
only way they knew of the 4,000
is because of the prize raffle the
BCTC initiated. The raffle required
students to email back to a certain
address. Keck assumes there may
have been more people who signed
up but did not bother to participate
in the raffle.
A meeting will take place today

among Baruch, CUNY and Microsoft to discuss where they stand and
plans for the launch of the system.
Keck mentioned that the BCTC
is looking for new ways to reach out
to the student body. “We are targeting a campaign to faculty saying,
‘Remind your students to register
and access your account,’” notes
Keck. “We want to make this campaign as successful as possible because this is a CUNY initiative,” he
said. He also mentioned that they
are reaching out to USG and GSA.
“We are giving [GSA] fliers to hand
out during the Grad Social,” Keck
states.
Keck does state that they are
trying to get the new system off the
ground as soon as possible. “The
longer that we wait, the more we
get into the semester. We have to be
careful that we do it during a time
that’s going to be best for the student body and administration, he
says. “We’ve got to do it within the
next couple of weeks.”

Kellie, our thoughts and prayers go
out to you and your family.
We hope to see you
back soon.
-Your Ticker
Family
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Zicklin A f rica
Bu sinessClub
An Inspirational Video by Euvin Naidoo,
President of the South Africa Chamber of
Commerce - America will be featured.

Baruch College’s Zicklin Africa Business Club
invites you to

WELCOME
TO AFRICA

Tuesday, February 26th - 12:30 p.m to 2:00 p.m.

Newman Conference Center Library Building (7th ﬂoor)

Featured Panelists

Obinna Isiadinso
Managing Member
Monolith Africa Investment Master Fund, Ltd.

Mahen Bonetti - Founder and Executive
Director
African Film Festival, Inc.

Donna Katzin
Executive Director
Shared Interest

Thomas S. Mims Founder,
Chief Executive Ofﬁcer
Emerging Africa Ltd.

Mr. Koﬁ Boateng
Chief Operating Ofﬁcer
Africa-America Institute (AAI)

Amini Kajunju
Executive Director
Workshop in Business Opportunities (WIBO)

Prof. James Small - President
Cultural Heritage African Tours

This event is designed to set the stage for specific sector discussions of the African economy & also to explore varying
dimensions of Africa including business & investments, entertainment & art, sustainability & education, etc.

Delicious African cuisine will be served

Corporate Sponsors

www.ZicklinAfrica.com

Baruch Sponsors
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Music professor strikes back

Alba: “I ain’t
no Latino”

BY SHERRY MAZZOCCHI

ß CONTINUED FROM FRONT

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

After 35 pages of comments
about music Professor Andrew
Tomasello on RateMyProfessors.
com, the producers at mtvU.com
decided to give him a chance to
respond to the allegation that he
was “Mean, not cool” in a series of
online video clips. It’s pretty much
what you would say if someone
said that about you. Except that it’s
bleeped out.
Tomasello’s videos, which premiered last week, are poised to go
viral. While Ross Martin, senior
vice president and director of programming at mtvU, would not divulge actual ratings, he did say, “It’s
a large amount. It’s not just in New
York City, but nationwide.” Even
blogs like BestWeekEver.tv have
linked to his videos.
Eight episodes, each less than
a minute long, record his brutally
frank assessment of student comments—not all unfavorable—about
his class, his quizzes and his sense
of humor. Tomasello said he enjoyed doing the videos. “They were
shot outside in Washington Square
Park,” he said. “It looks like I’m in
a cage.” He asked the segment producer if it was okay to curse. Apparently it is. “I got out my inner Joe
Pesci.”
Even though Tomasello has
been teaching for over 26 years at

MTVU.COM

Professor Andrew Tomasello counters students’ comments about him.
Baruch, his early academic career
had a rocky start. He flunked out as
a freshman.
He chose the wrong school, was
spending too much time playing in
a band and, he said, “As a rule, boys
tend not to mature. Those negative
reviews are from these same boys
with issues with their father. I tell
them—Don’t confuse me with your
father!”
In one video, he alleges that
some of the bad reviews are by the
same students, reviewing him over

and over. He can tell because they
misspell his name the same way
and put down the same incorrect
course number each time.
Donte Blackwell, a senior and
a music major, never used a rating
website but said Tomasello was a
great professor. “I learned a lot from
him. The key to him is don’t try to
B.S. him.” William Ho, also a senior
and an accounting major had him
freshman year. “He’s very passionate about music,” he said. Both students agreed that if you study mu-

Grad student opens fire

sic at Baruch, it is difficult to avoid
taking a class taught by Tomasello.
“Sooner or later,” Blackwell said,
“you have to take him.”
A lot of professors follow their
own ratings on these websites.
“You can see why students think
that,” Tomasello said. “Everyone
has a point of view.
At Baruch there are 60 credits
that don’t relate to business. Students want practical answers to
questions like how do you make
money in music. Like the stock
market. How do you make money
in the stock market? If professors
knew, they would be out doing it.”
He said the study of music is not
practical. When he first started out,
everyone was sending cassettes to
radio stations. Now it is clips on
the internet or music on MySpace.
“You have to be ready for the next
big change. That’s why the emphasis is on the theoretical. All of this
keeps you flexible,” he said.
When asked if he thought the
criticism of him was fair, he said
that public school students are often subjected to “the soft bigotry of
low expectations,” a phrase popularized by President George W.
Bush.
“That’s why I give out tough love
in class,” he said. “There are good
students here. I make you into better students. I make you push yourself. That little bit extra makes you a
better student.”

Demystifying Islam

BY LILLIAN RIZZO

BY SHERRY MAZZOCCHI

STAFF WRTITER

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

On Thursday, Feb. 14 a college
in the United States suddenly became the focus of the media when
seven people were killed and 15 injured on campus. At the Northern
Illinois University, 65 miles from
Chicago, a former student walked
into a lecture hall and opened fire
on the students before taking his
own life.
Immediately hitting the floor,
students tried to avoid the bullets
while figuring out how to escape
from the room that turned from a
geology class to a shooting range.
Soon after the shots were heard,
campus security arrived and the
campus was locked down until the
killer was declared dead.
The first form of media on the
scene was The Northern Star, the
Northern Illinois campus paper.
Never before had the headlines of
this college’s newspaper contain
the word “tragedy” and have it in
reference to an event at its own
school.
According to The New York
Times, a reporter from the paper
was almost killed, adding even
more emotion in the articles. The
daily number of viewers at the paper’s website went from 15,000 to
600,000.
Although a shocking event for
this college, it is not something the

In a discussion far more nuanced than current presidential debates, last week’s campus seminar
on Islam and Democracy sought to
explode myths but left many questions unanswered. While a seminar
on this subject would naturally lend
itself to an exposition of issues in
Iraq, both speakers danced around
the topic until the end of the evening.
Professor John Brenkman hosted a discussion by Steven A. Cook, a
Douglas Dillon Fellow at the Council of Foreign Relations and Dov
Waxman, assistant professor of political science at Baruch. Both Waxman and Cook agreed that Islam by
itself is not a barrier to democracy.
Waxman said when speaking about
Islam, there is no one defining notion, but a diverse and dynamic religion professed by 1.5 billion people in over 30 countries. Instead, it
is more useful to think about what
kind of democracy is suited to Islam. A liberal democracy, is not especially compatible with Islam.
Unlike Christianity, which dictates, “render unto Caesar what is
Caesar’s,” the Koran has a detailed
body of laws that are considered
divine will. There are scholars
who reinterpret Sharia law, Waxman said, but “it’s worth bearing in
mind that the Koran is literally the

ASSOCIATED PRESS

Victims are tended to by emergency personnel after the shooting.
nation has never experienced or
learned about through the media.
Last spring a student opened fire
at Virginia Tech University, except
there were more fatalities. In both
cases each college was in an area
outside of the city and unlike an
environment similar to that of Baruch.
These recent events happening
across the nation have made people take a second look at the location they are occurring in.
CUNY has taken measures to be
prepared if a situation such as this
ever happened.
There is now the CUNY A!ert
system in which students can sign

up to receive messages on their
phone, text or voice, or an e-mail
during a lockdown or in case of an
emergency. Freshman Frances Balsamo, finance major, says that she
signed up for it. “As a college student, I don’t feel threatened at Baruch. I feel like it’s so extreme even
though school shootings continue
to occur throughout America.”
Being located in Manhattan,
students do not feel they have anything to worry about while in class
at Baruch.
“I have never felt in danger at
Baruch and I hope to never have to
experience anything like that,” said
Balsamo.

blood runs through our veins; what
we need to do is learn who we are
and be proud of who we are!” Panama also spoke about colonialism
in Puerto Rico, referring to what he
called a military and financial invasion. “Yes, there is a romance that is
built when you say, ‘love yours’, but
there are inhumane things that go
along with saying Puerto Rico is a
colony,” he said.
He went on to address the importance of self-definition in minority communities. “I ain’t no
Latino! Latino is not a term that recognizes my African-ness or my indigenousness,” he said. The group
of students cheered loudly.
The panel discussion ended by
opening up the floor for questions.
One student wanted to know the
difference between the generation
involved with the Black Panthers
and Young Lords and this generation. “You understand society and
the world and the arrangements
much better than we can, but you
don’t believe it can be changed,”
Panama said.
Panama’s chilling last words
brought the crowd to silence and
rounded up the event. “We can, in
fact we have no choice but to leave
a better world, because if we don’t,
we’re done, if we do not help to
change the course of human history, we are done,” he said.

word of God. It’s much harder to
reinterpret Koranic verses than the
New Testament.”
Cook said that when watching
the presidential debates, “I wanted
to throw pillows into the TV when
Mitt Romney answered a question
implying that Muslim groups were
all extremist movements.”
Waxman said there were three
main factors that preclude the development of democracy in Islamic
countries. Many are rentier states
where government income comes
from oil revenue or foreign aid and
not from taxation. Taxation creates
a demand for representation and
a populace without it is essentially
“bought off.”
Waxman also said when the
state is primarily responsible for
delivering economic benefits, “the
citizenry acquiesces politically to
a kind of strong top down rule.”
Lastly, he credited the U.S. government with being “not altogether
welcoming of democracy in many
Muslim majority societies.” He said
the U.S. prefers political stability to
risks inherent in movements that
may come to power with interests
at variance with its own.
Cook echoed this sentiment,
saying the U.S.’s objective in Iraq
was not democracy but security.
Instead of sound bite issues, he said
American presidential candidates
should discuss our true agenda in
the Middle East.
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SUNY Old Westbury
evicts underachievers
BY ALEX URSINO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Last month, SUNY College at
Old Westbury in Long Island’s
Nassau County evicted 87 students whose GPA’s fell below 2.0
from the school’s dormitories.
While the school’s housing policy dictates that student housing
is to be available only to full-time
students held in good academic
standing, the policy was never
enforced until this year.
Old Westbury is located on
the affluent north shore of Long
Island, 23 miles east of Baruch
College. About 1,100 of Old
Westbury’s 3,500 undergraduate
students live in one of the five
residence halls on campus.
Thirteen of the evicted students took courses during the
school’s winter session raising
their GPA enough to once again
be deemed eligible for housing.
Twenty-three of the students did
not register for the spring semester.
The most notable and controversial statistic to come from
the school’s housing crackdown
is the 30 second-semester freshmen who were not invited back
to their dorms due to their first
semester GPAs. While several
institutions require students to
maintain a certain GPA to qualify for on-campus housing, Old
Westbury may be the only institution in the country to enforce
such a sanction upon second-semester freshmen who have only
had one semester to establish
their GPA.
SUNY Old Westbury students
whose cumulative or semester
GPA falls below 2.0 are automatically placed on academic probation and given one semester to
raise their cumulative GPA to a
2.0 or risk being placed on academic suspension, after which
they are given one more semester to raise their GPA before they
face academic dismissal from
the college.
While Baruch College does
not offer student housing, its
policy on academic standing is
similar to Old Westbury’s.
Baruch’s Undergraduate Bul-

letin states that students are
placed on academic probation
at the end of the spring semester
if their GPA falls below a certain
minimum based on the amount
of credits earned. The graduated scale for minimum GPAs
gives leniency to freshmen who
historically do not perform their
best during their first semester of
college.
While many feel the college is
simply enforcing the notion that
student housing is a privilege to
be earned and not a right to be
had, others address concerns
that placing another obstacle
in front of already struggling
students would be if anything,
counterproductive to their success.
Other SUNY campuses recognize the potential benefits of
living on campus during one’s
freshman year and some go so
far as to incorporate it into their
housing policies. SUNY College
at Plattsburgh in upstate New
York requires all full-time undergraduate students who do not
commute from their primary
residence to live on-campus until the year in which they turn 21
years old
Larissa Cutulle, 22, a senior
at SUNY Plattsburgh, is thankful
that her school had such a policy, “I think Plattsburgh’s policy
is extremely beneficial. I think
that if I lived off-campus as a
freshman, I would have been extremely distracted and my GPA
definitely would have suffered. I
don’t see how banishing freshmen from residence halls makes
any sense; you’re not going to do
better if you are banished from
an atmosphere that encourages
studying.”
Another consideration for
students at Old Westbury is
the lack of alternative housing
around campus. Because of the
affluence of the area, affordable
rental housing is hard to come
by, leaving evicted students with
the choice to either commute or
withdraw. The former not even
being an option to the New York
State residents SUNY caters to
who live outside of the tri-state
area.

Perkins loan to be cut
ß CONTINUED FROM FRONT
These programs can be of great
assistance to Baruch students,
whose in-state tuition is anywhere
from $4,000 to $5,000 a year and out
of state tuition is around $11,000 a
year.
Any changes that will eliminate
or reduce these programs could
have serious impact on Baruch students.
According to the Baruch By The
Number webpage, updated on
January 2007, “66% of Baruch students pay more than $2000 per year
out-of-pocket for their tuition and
fees.”
Furthermore, the budget cuts
new student benefits provided under the College Cost Reduction and
Access Act, which the president just
signed into a law in September.
These benefit cuts eliminate

$450 million in interest rate subsidies for students in low-paying job,
thus eliminating help that would
allow students to stay on track with
affordable loan repayment, and also
reduce eligibility for the new loan
forgiveness program for students in
public service and nonprofit jobs,
limiting the new benefit to only
new borrowers after July 2009.
“Education is about opportunity, but it’s also about our nation’s
economic prosperity and our national security. Unfortunately, once
again, President Bush has failed to
put his money where his mouth is
with respect to public education,”
reads statement by Senator Edward
M. Kennedy on Bush’s budget. “On
top of funding cuts, he proposes
misguided, anti-student policies in
the loan programs that take away
new benefits for student borrowers
enacted last year.”

The next USG meeting will be
held on Thursday, February 28
at 5:45 p.m. in VC 3-270.
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UTexas: no butts

HEA reautharization passes House

BY LILLIAN RIZZO

BY JANA KASPERKEVIC

STAFF WRITER

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

tory, it is harmful no matter what
the use, said Meyer. The drawbacks
to refusing funding from the tobacAt the McCombs School of Busi- co industry will be mainly for stuness at the University of Texas at dent groups at the business school.
Austin, the dean has decided to Meyer says that although it is not
stop accepting money from tobac- a major problem for clubs, they
co companies for school funding, will have to make up for the loss of
according to the Dean’s Office at money elsewhere. Still, the student
body has respected the dean’s deciMcCombs.
The policy to stop accepting sion and will fully support it.
At the end of November, Dean
funding from Philip Morris tobacco
companies was made official in Gau sent a letter out to the faculty
November 2007 by Dean George and student body notifying them
Gau. The school initially noticed of this new change in funding. The
the grants when they wanted a school year of 2008-2009 will be the
more dominant role in sponsoring first to be a tobacco funding free semester. According
events, reported
to the Gau’s letter,
The New York
“Participation by
Times. The Unitobacco companies
versity discussed
in activities for the
it for about a year
2007-2008 academbefore
making
ic year where the
their final deciMcCombs School
sion. Rob Meyer, a
has already respokesperson for
ceived funding will
the Dean’s Office
proceed.”
said that this deciAt Baruch, there
sion has attracted
is no specific inso much attention
-Carol Abrams
dustry the Zicklin
because usually
Chief Communications Officer
School for Busihealth
colleges
ness rejects fundhave turned away
money from tobacco companies. ing from. “Baruch has no policy
“McCombs’ School of Business is on prohibiting gifts from certain
proud of this decision because they industries,” said Carol Abrams, the
are the first business school to re- chief communications officer for
fuse the tobacco industry’s fund- the office of communications and
ing,” he stated. The tobacco indus- marketing.
Some of the faculty members
try has a lot of ties to the academic
world for the past 20 years, and a had similar feelings as McCombs
lot of its funding goes to business towards the matter of receiving
schools in particular. Usually, after funding from the tobacco industry.
receiving their degree, many stu- Assistant Professor Sarah Ryan of
dents are recruited by these com- the School of Public Affairs agreed
with McCombs’ decision. “This is
panies for high-end positions.
McCombs will not stop the re- a complex issue where schools are
cruitment of their students by Phil- best served when they have clear
ip Morris, just the acceptance of and consistent policies that are
their grants. The dean looked at it aligned with their mission statefrom the ethical aspect of the situ- ments. In the absence of such poliation because although tobacco is cies, funding decisions become ara unique product in American his- bitrary and potentially unjust.”

“Baruch has no
policy on prohibiting
gifts from certain
industries.”

As Baruch students began to
settle into the spring semester,
the U.S. House of Representatives
passed by a bipartisan vote of 354
to 58 the College Opportunity and
Affordability Act (H.R. 4137), which
is a comprehensive reauthorization of the Higher Education Act.
At the time when President George
W. Bush’s budget is criticized for
cutting back on education, this act
expands college access for low- and
middle-income students, and aims
to reform and strengthen higher
education programs.
The act has several provisions
that address issues that have come
up concerning education during
congressional hearings. Congress,
which has heard from experts on
many topics including problems
schools face when trying to rebuild

after a disaster or when dealing
with a violent attack on their students, seems to be tackling most of
these issues. Provisions for improving safety on campuses and helping schools rebuild after disaster
have been included among those
expected of a college related act
such as strengthening Pell Grant
program and college-readiness
programs, streamlining federal financial aid application process,
increasing college aid and support
programs for veterans and military
families.
Furthermore, the legislation
strengthens provisions on two issues that have been in the forefront
for the past year students with disabilities and the student loan industry. H.R. 4137 ensures equality
and fair learning environment for
students with disabilities and protects students from corruption in
the student loan industry by requir-

ing better consumer disclosure,
protection on private student loans
and including College Consumer’s
Bill of Rights.
“To solve the college cost crisis,
we’re empowering consumers with
meaningful information about college costs and holding institutions
and states accountable for keeping higher education affordable,”
said U.S. Representative Howard P.
“Buck” McKeon, the House Education and Labor Committee Senior
Republican.
Committee chairman Democrat
George Miller claimed that Congress is redoubling their efforts to
make the higher education system
consumer-friendly and to reign in
the increasing tuition prices. H.R.
4137 is the second major higher education bill passed by the House,
following the College Cost Reduction and Access Act which was
signed into a law by Bush.

Students, faculty socialize
ß CONTINUED FROM FRONT
He said, “The idea began back in
December when I was searching
for a new event for Sigma for Spring
‘08. I based most of this semester’s
events on past Sigma events, not
only from last semester but also
from prior years.”
He added, “This is the first year
of this event. It was created as a
follow up to our very successful
‘President and Deans Reception’,
held last fall. While that was more
formal and involved mainly Executives and students, the Faculty Social is geared toward all faculty on
all levels from all departments.”
Students, administrators, professors, the Starr Career Develop-

ment Center, the Student Academic
Consulting Center, the Global Student Certificate Program, the Study
Abroad Program, Graduate School
Administrators, the Financial Aid
Office, the Recreation Center and
Student Life were welcomed to attend.
Johnson said that invitations for
“the event was sent directly to Sigma members via e-mail, Facebook
and our website. We also have it
posted on Blackboard, we promoted directly to classmates, we had an
ad running on WBMB hourly since
last Monday, we have an ad in The
Ticker, we’ve been posting flyers
daily since last Monday, we set up a
table on second floor lobby yesterday during club hours”.

He added, “We have confirmed
over 60 faculty attending and unspecified agreeing that they will
definitely show up. We think that
we wont have less than 100.”
David Dannenbring, the provost
and vice president for academic affairs, said that he was invited to the
event and had met mostly freshman.
The layout of the social gathering allowed for easy access to
informative literature for different
departments.
The music and broadcast was
provided by WBMB Radio. There
were also color-coded nametags
for faculty and alumni which allowed for easy identification.
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Opinion
In the 2008 election race, we have seen
countless images of politicians shaking
hands with heads of labor unions, celebrities and other “important” people whose
opinions are then revered as prophecy by
uninformed voters.
In this entire grand spectacle, there is
a crucial flaw in all the think tank wisdom
— all the hired strategists and experts. They
have not considered what is their greatest
weapon of change: the youth vote.
While the auditoriums seem packed
as the candidates shuffle from school to
school, not once have we seen a truly indepth analysis of youth issues by any of
the major news outlets. We have not seen
any questions raised concerning the youth
vote, yet all the pundits rave about all these
abnormally different statistics and why this
election is “unlike anything we’ve seen before.”
First of all, we don’t have an incumbent
candidate, so the voters who have the ideology of “if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it” aren’t
left to their simplistic choice.
Secondly, when all 73.3 million of the
underage youths come of voting age, they
will be larger than the baby boomers. Add
to this the fact that we are currently paying social security we aren’t going to see
a dime of, and you can understand why a
young person would be upset.
Perhaps it’s a bit of good old-fashioned
anger, watching our generation slowly being written off as the one who got shipped
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Did you know . . .
143 million pounds of beef were recalled because a Californian meat-packing company allowed
ailing animals into the U.S. food supply? Tell us what you think at oped@theticker.org.

A political youth
JUSTIN FRITZE

off to fight a war that wasn’t of our own
creation, the generation who had to watch
scandal after scandal break and try to retain
some sense of optimism.
Our generation is forced to watch a government become so weak it’s cracking at the
foundations. Its parties spew such useless
rhetoric that issues become second to ego
and greed. To all those who have said the
youth don’t vote, when have we been given
a candidate? When have we seen something
other than the stereotypical Ivy League big
money, old man politician whose connections got him to where he is anyway?

We have seen the myriad of images
flooding all the news networks about who
said what, or what color his tie was, but I
have not once seen a “roundtable” or any
other large-scale panel discussion about
youth issues, youth turnout or the role of the
youth in the election process.
For all the “coverage,” there is an overwhelming lack of reporting; for all the insight, an even bigger lack of relativity.
The sad fact is, the political “process” has
become such an insular, self absorbed, egodriven gossip column, that anything real
would be lost in all the artificial pageantry.
DOASKDOTELL.COM

Safety
Don’t sweat fashion
insecurity
TIMOTHY CHAN

GINA CIORCIARI
With the latest shootings at Virginia Tech
and Northern Illinois University, students are
left wondering if they are truly safe in school.
Every college is responsible for the safety of
the people who study or work within its halls,
and Baruch seems to be doing an exceptional job with security. While it can be a pain to
swipe our ID to get into the buildings, that
evil necessity preserves our peace of mind.
What is so bone-chilling about the school
massacres, since the Clock Tower shootings
of 1966, is that they are committed by students enrolled in the respective schools, and
were unexpected. This means that potential
killers can have access to buildings on our
home turf and repeat what they have seen
in the media. This has been on my mind and
some of my fellow students’ mind since April
2007, keeping us on edge and adding heavily
to the stresses of college.
Speaking of this generator of panic, do
we, especially in a college setting, think that
hearing about the shootings over and over
and seeing pictures of the wounded actually
helps to comfort instead of instilling fear? In
all honesty, it can produce much more apprehension and anxiety than needed. Looking over one’s shoulder and feeling a twinge
of nervousness when an unexpected “clank”
echoes through the hallways could just be
our paranoia, but the media seems to call it
“heightened awareness.” The same thing was
said after 9/11; and “heightened awareness”
only gave place to more racial profiling, discrimination and loss of freedom and rights.
I know that my worries will fade as time
goes on, but the question of whether I am
guaranteed personal security after I walk past
the security desk has yet to be answered.

Somewhere in the world, there is, right
now, a place where human waste stinks during all hours of the day. Guards walk the aisles
monitoring every move, barely understandable orders are shouted and, through dirty
windows, the ghostly outline of barbed wire
can barely be made out. This is not a foreign
prison or a refugee camp: it is a sweatshop.
An August 1995 raid on a California
sweatshop just a few miles outside Los Angeles found 72 Thai immigrants working in
slave-like conditions in a locked apartment
complex surrounded by barbed wire. They
worked long hours for 69 cents an hour, kept
against their will by threats of rape and murder according to the Hearts and Minds Network.
The Network, whose slogan “Information
for Change” inspires positive change and
social reform, also states that sweatshops
are shockingly common in cities with large
immigrant populations. New York City is no
different; the Department of Labor estimates
that 4,500 of the city’s 7,000 garment factories
are sweatshops.
How can it be that sweatshops so close
to us are a conspicuous presence under the
surface of fashion, and yet we are comfortable ignoring their existence? The response is
simple — we walk into a store, find something
we like and buy it. Nowhere in our shopping
routine do we take the time to see the scores
of Honduran girls sweating over the latest tunic tops at Forever 21 or the Indonesian boys
toiling over Air Jordans. As consumers, we
seem to purposely not think about the plight
of foreigners when we can get instant gratification at a low price. Ignorance is bliss when
you can pick up a sweater for $25.
The blame, however, doesn’t solely fall on
the customer. An American Apparel V-neck
top manufactured under federal sanctions in

Los Angeles sells for approximately $28 more
than a similar top made abroad and sold at
Forever 21.
Aside from commonly known human
rights violations, a major problem with
sweatshops is the markup imposed on the
clothes. I’m amazed when people argue that
companies like Nike are being fair by giving
workers a measly 69 cents per hour. They are,
in effect, saying they are comfortable with the
fact that Nike charges $150 for a sneaker that
costs less than a dollar to make, an approximate 500 percent markup.
I find it confusing, as a consumer, that we
refuse to take action against sweatshops on
American soil, where all the petty excuses of
reasonable wages through exchange rates go
out the door. I don’t see how we can stand to
watch American companies grow through
the exploitation, not only of foreign workers,
but also Americans.
We seem too comfortable, even smug,
about the “price” of fashion. Unfortunately,
no one will take action to stop something that
has now become an ingrained part of our existence.
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There’s something interesting about
songs and the way they are often inspired by life experiences, and then
come to inspire us and comfort us when
we go through certain experiences.
Not too long ago, I was listening to a
French song, a duet between two people wondering what
they would do if they
knew they were to die
tomorrow. Would they
travel? Would they
pray? Or would they
simply spend their last
day loving each other?
Though I’d heard MARIANE ST-MAURICE
the song before, I was
Opinion Editor
struck this time by how
often we think about death. We think of
it when a loved one goes away for some
time, when we see pictures of soldiers
on the battlefield and when we hear of
someone dying.
Yet no matter how much or how little
we think about it, death always hits us
hard and there is no way to remotely be
ready for it or to prepare a “fitting” reaction.
Somehow, it always takes us by surprise, like a beast emerging from the
shadows we thought so far away and
leaves us feeling empty; after we hear
of it, our mind can’t help but wander
and we walk around, lost in jumbling
thoughts.
But like all other clouds, death has a
silver lining, though this very dark cloud
seems to have but a mere sliver rather
than a lining.
Somehow, it brings people together
and unites them, despite it being in
grief. Though everyone is shaken and
weak, we find strength and comfort in
each other; the presence not only of relatives and friends but also of strangers,
helps us to keep going.
It also gives us a chance to step back,
look at the life we are leading and assess
it in a way. I remember sitting at a wake
a few years ago, watching the out pour of
love that always fills such sad places and
thinking, “How will people remember
me when I’m gone?”
But most of all, it is that out pour of
love that is most important. Old friends
and family come together to share not
only love, but smiles and happy, nostalgic memories. The smiles, albeit sad
ones, are the medium through which we
remember the loved one who was taken
entirely too soon.
And through those smiles, through
the weak laughter that sometimes accompany them, through the tears we
can’t hold back because we just don’t
want to, the person lives on. Through
the stories that are told and that will be
told for years to come, that friend stays
with us and keeps us company.
And through the dearest memories
we hold close to our hearts, we remember and honor that stranger, that friend,
that father. That’s something no one can
ever take from you.
So I know the next time I hear that
French duet, I will think not only of my
life, but of all those people who have
gone before us and who, like so many
songs, fill our lives and inspire us.
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Business

Dispelling sales and trading quant myths
BY ANDY NGUYEN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Tim Grant is a managing director and head of UBS Delta Americas at UBS Investment Bank. Grant
has taken a leading role at UBS in a
quest to dispel the myths surrounding the role of the quantitative skill
set in sales and trading today.
In an exclusive interview with
Quantnet.org, Grant graciously donated his time to speak about his
work at UBS, his personal hobbies
and shared advices for Quantnet.
org members.
Can you give us a brief bio?
I joined the UBS graduate training program in 1999 in London and
after a short period in international
bond sales moved to the UBS Delta
group within fixed income. This
group is a quantitative portfolio
and risk management consultancy
servicing institutional hedge funds,
pension funds, banks and insurance companies.
The group has built an award
winning online portfolio risk management platform that allows UBS
to structure large and complex
multi-legged and multi-asset trading programs. I spent three years
in London marketing portfolio solutions to U.K., French, Dutch and
German institutional clients. In
2002 I moved to the U.S. to build the
UBS Delta franchise in the Americas.
What is your educational background?
I have an M.A. in materials science and metallurgy from the University of Cambridge (Trinity Hall)
and underwent a year of research at
the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Lausanne (publishing on
the subject of the fracture mechanics of metal matrix composites) before completing an master’s of science in financial engineering from
the University of London (Birkbeck
College) in 1999.
My master’s thesis was on the
pricing of credit derivatives, specifically on the practical application of
reduced form ratings-based pricing

THE BIZ GIST
BY EMMANUEL ONYENYILI
BUSINESS EDITOR

What do you consider as your accomplishments up to this point?
As a team we are proud to have
built a successful world class portfolio analytics franchise and partnered with our sales and trading
colleagues to form a truly unique
offering for our clients. The UBS
Delta group is fundamentally client
and relationship driven and that
straddles quant, portfolio analytics,
trading strategies and technology.
We are actively changing the
way that business is being done at
UBS. As a result during the last eight
years we have coordinated some
of the largest fixed income portfolio block trades that UBS has been
involved in, trading asset classes
ranging across treasuries, agencies,
corporate, high yield, emerging
markets and interest rate and credit
derivatives. We’ve often been at the
forefront of new market developments in terms of practically applicable hedging techniques.
Any failures you’d like to tell us
about?
We all make mistakes, and
though it’s a cliché, it is true that
those experiences make us stronger. I can, however, share a view
I feel strongly about based on my
own experiences and those of my
colleagues.
Being good at managing and
leading people is crucial. People
may not think about it and may
naturally assume they will take to
it easily, but it’s challenging and
humbling experience. The brightest
spark who is academically minded,
highly quantitative and a successful revenue driver in isolation will
not necessarily naturally have the
skills required to manage a team
and build businesses in an entrepreneurial way.
For those thinking about a longer term career in finance with a
view to building and leading businesses, I believe it’s important to
have this in mind from the beginning. I’m not saying you can’t learn
or teach these skills. But people get
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Tim Grant, head of UBS Delta Americas.
caught out when they think that it’s
a straightforward corollary of their
academic prowess.
How can a freshly-graduated financial engineering student make
a transition into more of a business role after a few years working in this field i.e. more responsibilities, more visibility within
the firm and acquiring roles with
direct P&L implications?
This question implies that somehow the freshly-graduated financial
engineering student needs to make
a transition into the business. This
is not the case. The business needs
these graduates for the reasons I
outline above. Don’t see yourself as
handicapped; see yourself as having an unfair advantage.
What advice can you give people
just getting into this field? What
are the most common mistakes
you see newbies making?
The biggest mistake I see is that
people don’t fully understand what
they’re getting into. This is actually
true across the board but particularly for MFEs. If you walk in with
the wrong preconceptions and stereotypes in your mind you’ll probably try to act accordingly and that’s
likely to land you in trouble as you
apply.
Truly know why you want to be

What are the technical skills and
personal qualities that you look
for in a prospective applicant?
With an MFE you should be able
to convince me of your quant ability immediately. You’d be surprised
how often that’s not the case. And
that’s supposed to be your specialty! Assuming you pass the quantitative tests, you need to be very well
presented, resilient, entrepreneurial, thoughtful, honest and bold.
Most of all is to be original and the
best way to do that is to be yourself
rather than being what you think I
want to see.
Given current market headlines,
is demand for quants increasing, decreasing or remaining the
same? Are certain quantitative
skill sets becoming more valuable?
Without a shadow of a doubt
yes. And this is not a trend that I see
reversing anytime soon. I believe
all senior managers and leaders of
the future will all need risk management skills as a pre-requisite.
What competitive edge does UBS
have over its main competitors
when it comes to attracting talented MFE graduates?
We understand their worth
completely and will put them to
work utilizing their skills from the
moment they get here. I don’t think
that’s true of all sell-side houses.
What do you plan to do to make a
difference in the way UBS is hiring
quantitative minded students?
My role is to educate our internal population on the value and applicability of the quantitative skill
set. Our recruiters all have a consistent framework of understanding
that allows students with this sort

of background to sell themselves
as effectively as possible. UBS looks
upon quantitative candidates very
favorably.
If you were asked to design a curriculum for M.S. program in financial engineering which core
courses would you pick?
Well, I think they need more
practical application experience.
Turning up to the interview knowing how to derive Black-Scholes
from first principles won’t actually
help you as much as having priced
and mock-traded options strategies with the model you’ve implemented.
Traditional Wall Street hiring
practice seems to be fixated on
hiring M.B.A. for S&T roles even
though those positions are getting ever more quantitative and
technical. What steps would you
advise MFE graduates to take to
overcome that?
Be clear and bold about your
skillset. Many on Wall Street don’t
understand how relevant and applicable your skills are, so it’s your
job to tell them. But don’t exaggerate; you’d be embarrassed if you
can’t back it up with substance!
What do you know now that you
wish you’d known 10 years ago?
That books like “Liar’s Poker”
and films like “Wall Street” don’t
represent the reality of banking today. And trading is not as scary as it
can seem from the outside.
Tell us something about yourself
that we don’t already know.
I play guitar in a rock and roll
band called Swerv.
What does the future hold for Tim
Grant?
I intend on continuing my concentration on the dynamics and
changing landscape of trading, risk
management and risk control; and
have fun doing it.
For the complete interview with
Tim Grant, visit Quantnet.org or
theticker.org.

Communicate with confidence
n Expert gives
insight into the twoway street that is
communication

WORLD GROWTH

in the business and how it works.
If you can’t vocalize convincingly
to yourself why, holistically, you’re
right for sales and trading then
you won’t be able to tell me in an
interview. You’ll be expected to formulate and market strategies and
concepts throughout your banking
career so better start now.

models in the pricing of (then nascent) credit default swaps.

BY JACK TEBELE
On Thursday, Feb. 14, the Society
for Human Resource Management
brought Diane Baranello as a
guest speaker. The presentation,
“Communicating With Confidence:
A Holistic Approach,” dealt with
various aspects of communication
including the mind, body and
spirit.
Many speakers, whether they
are college freshman or professional executives of large global companies deal with the idea of confidence. Many individuals have a lot
of confidence, while others exude
no confidence at all.
The session began with students
filling out a survey about their
communication abilities. After going over the survey, many students
expressed their feelings of nervousness while speaking.

Baranello explained the idea of
addressing this situation using a
“holistic approach.” By involving
your spirit, energy and enthusiasm,
you will be able to transcend any
difficulties. She recommended the
use of affirmations, whereby speakers can turn any fear into confidence.
For example, one student mentioned that she fears communicating because of her accent. In this
situation, individuals should affirm
themselves using phrases such as “I
have a nice voice” or “These people
want to hear what I have to say.” The
bottom line is that self-affirmations
neutralize fears and turn them into
positive energy.
The second point that Baranello
explained was that communication
is a two-way process. Difficulties
may arise if there are certain barriers, most notably a language barrier. Baranello brought up one example about how she was training
others in Brazil. She did not speak
Portuguese and definitely faced a
difficult situation. Being in such a
situation does not mean that you
are not smart.
Communicating is full of situations where there are obstacles
beyond your control. You have to

BORIS BERDICHEVSKIY I THE TICKER

Diane Baranello explains the art of communication.
convince yourself that you have
confidence. Baranello advised students to figure out individual tips
and tricks to do before a presentation. This will allow you to become

more comfortable and gain selfconfidence.
The third idea, and one of the
most important ideas for successful communication is the idea of
believing in yourself. If you do not
believe in yourself, then why should
any one else? You need to command the respect that you deserve.
It is best to refrain from phrases
such as “if I can” or “hopefully.”
As a speaker, you want to act and
present in a way that shouts out “I
am in charge and I know what I am
talking about.” If you show doubt,
others will begin to question your
abilities.
Overall, successful communication is an art and a process that
takes years to master. It is certainly
not an easy task, and one that must
be addressed from different angles.
The three aforementioned ideas are
critical for improving your communication and presentation skills,
but there are still many other technique to consider.
Being able to communicate,
both through your writing and
speech, is a tool that will benefit
you for the rest of your life. The
sooner you work on this tool, the
closer you will be to becoming a
successful executive.
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CITY CAREER EXPLORERS: KPMG offers faculty resources
BY PATRICK MORALES
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

This new series is aimed at
exposing students to the opportunities outside of the companies that are affiliated with
Baruch College. Our group will
tour these companies, interview
representatives and present the
corporate culture, tips on applying and available positions.
We toured Bloomberg L.P.,
a leading global financial news
and data company, on Thursday,
Feb. 14. The company covers
many different fields such as media, news, computer technology,
sales, compliance, finance and
more on a global level.
The NYC building’s architecture is very unique and reflects
the values of the company. There
are no cubicles. Office and exterior building walls are transparent to show that nothing is hidden inside the company.
Bloomberg L.P. wanted to
convey the theme of transparency and interconnectivity. It
wanted to reflect transparency
in the building with the company’s objective of offering a clear
depiction of financial industry
news.
The theme of interconnectivity is exhibited through the location of the senior executive’s
desk, which is placed near the
one of the busiest walkways in
the building. Elevator access is
limited to select floors making
access to the other floors only
available by stairs. Interconnectivity is, once again, promoted
throughout the structure, purposely increasing the chances

coworkers have to interact such
as while taking the stairs or
snacking at the snack bar.
The company tries to keep
their employees satisfied trough
various efforts. The dress code
is based on an employee’s position. However, other employees
can wear jeans.
There is great room for
growth in the company as many
entry-level positions are available and can develop into valuable careers. Training programs
are offered and there are no defined requirements. Employees I
met were originally pursuing or
working with degrees in fashion,
paralegal degrees or philosophy
degrees.
Though certain positions prefer specific majors, crash courses
are offered for the position’s field
of work. Completing training
programs depend on the progress of the employee, which requires workers to prove that they
will be capable of filling the future position. The company also
promotes consistent learning,
whether it is within the company, or outside.
Positions are available in cities situated across the globe.
They include internship, analyst,
sales, software development and
technological production positions in New York, Sao Paolo,
Tokyo, Hong Kong, Mexico City,
London and Singapore. More
positions will be available in the
spring, when the company starts
looking for fall hires.
For an edge in your application be sure to include any skills,
multiple language capabilities,
activities that expresses uniqueness and any relative experience
in the field you are applying for.

BY ANASTASIA SAGALOVICH
STAFF WRITER

KPMG, one of the Big Four accounting, tax and advisory firms,
has released its KPMG Faculty Portal. The KPMG Faculty Portal offers current information regarding
industry news, events, curriculum
content and KPMG specific initiatives to university faculty free of
charge.
According to Manny Fernandez,
KPMG’s national managing partner
for Campus Recruiting, “Whether a
professor needs crucial information to assist with a lesson plan or
just wants another resource to stay
current with recent accounting issues, this portal was created to
meet the needs of professors at all
of the prestigious universities we
continually work with around the
country.”
Anna Furman, an undergraduate accountancy student agrees
with the initiative. “Some professors have many years of teaching
experience but have not been in the
workforce for a while. It’s great that
public companies are providing
professors with current perspectives in the industry.”
Essentially, KPMG is committing money, energy and time into
developing digital information repositories and innovative ways of
delivering this information. At first
glance, it’s incredible that a company wants to commit its capital
to developing external information
systems as opposed to the tradition
of developing internal systems to
develop its current workforce.
Of course, developing such a
system like the Faculty Portal is
most likely a strategic decision, one
that ensures the pipeline of qualified candidates is sustained.
According to Professor Donal

Byard, associate professor of accountancy in the Zicklin School
of Business who registered for the
portal last week, this is simply a
new way of delivering information.
In his teaching experience, all
of the Big Four accounting firms
have sent him information regarding industry developments, some
of which he found useful.
For example, in the past he has
shared material about international accounting standards provided by Ernst and Young with his

“Essentially, KPMG is
committing money,
energy and time
into developing
digital information
repositories.”
students. However, he stresses that
when sharing the information with
his students, he is careful not to
endorse or promote one firm over
another; he always includes a disclaimer to inform students that all
the Big Four companies provide
information and that this does not
imply that one is better than another.
In KPMG’s case, he is awaiting
the delivery of the ethical tool kit,
one of the resources provided to
faculty members and the reason
why he joined the portal in the first
place. If useful, he may incorporate
it into his class.
What Byard would like is “a survey of the skills that each of the Big
Four look for in their new hires and

employees.”
He says that unofficially, recruiters will tell you that soft skills and
communication skills are critical in
accounting and any business field,
but with hard data confirming this
demand, “I would run with this information into the classroom.”
Another feature that jumps out
is the use of new media technology
on the portal. The first thing that
greets visitors on the KPMG Faculty Portal is a video message from
Tim Flynn, chairman and CEO of
KPMG. Along with video content,
the site also offers podcasts and a
rolling list of headlines of recent
development
Professor Linda Friedman, professor of computer information
systems in the Zicklin School of
Business says, “The KPMG portal
is a terrific resource for students. It
incorporates a number of the strategies and technologies that we
discuss in my new media class. In
addition, I’m particularly pleased
with the clear emphasis on social
responsibility. I wonder if the next
step will be to enable communication among the faculty and student
visitors to this site.”
KPMG’s sister sites, KPMGcareers.com and KPMGcampus.
com, offer interactive career management tools along with video
messages, some even generated by
former interns, uploaded to an official YouTube channel. Byard also
reports good feedback from his
students regarding KPMG’s career
websites, especially when preparing for interviews.
Overall, KPMG seems to be embracing the technological trends of
the future in order to capture the
interest of the next generation’s
potential employees. In response,
faculty and students appear to be
receptive to these efforts.
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Yahoo tells Microsoft to get
their head out of its clouds
BY KEITH ARORA-WILLIAMS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

In what was widely believed as a
predictable move, the board of directors of the ailing internet-based
search company Yahoo Inc. has
rejected technology giant Microsoft Corp.’s initial takeover bid of
$44.6 billion. The Wall Street Journal broke the news on the morning
of Feb. 11, quoting a source only
revealed as “a person familiar with
the situation,” to have said that the
bid “massively undervalues” the
company.
This bid valued Yahoo Inc.’s
stock at $31, which was generous
considering that the company’s
stock has hovered somewhere between $20 and $25 over the last
three months. However, the recent
bustle over the bid has allowed
Yahoo’s stock to climb up to a close
just short of $30.
Analysts and amateurs alike
forecasted Yahoo’s apprehension
on the deal based on the improbability that Yahoo and Microsoft
could ever exist harmoniously.
Microsoft and Yahoo have always
been, and continue to be, companies governed by fundamentally
divergent approaches to management. While the talent of Yahoo is
nurtured in a fun-loving climate
that values open source technology, Microsoft employs hard-line
geeks and staunchly defends its
rights to intellectual property. The
prospect of a congruent union of
such contrary ideologies is contentious.
It is likely that Microsoft’s desire to build a stronger online infrastructure has a lot to do with its

aspirations to create a bigger computing cloud for itself. Computing
clouds are interrelated networks
of hardware, software, data and
people that provide online services. The concept of cloud computing
was pioneered by Google and has
allowed it to collect vast amounts
of data about the use of its site. The
use of clouds is a canny idea involving sharing computing resources
via the internet, as opposed to handling users’ applications with local
servers. It is a concept which has

“The concept of
cloud computing
was pioneered by
Google and has
allowed it to collect
vast amounts of
data about the
use of its site.”
opened the door to new levels of
computing power.
The essential value of this technology resides in the fact that it is
the reason that Google is making
so much money from advertising.
Google’s ingenuity in creating the
largest cloud around and then figuring out a way to make it profitable is the reason it has cornered
the online ad game. It sells the

services of its cloud to clients that
allow them to, for example, create
highlighted advertisements that
relate to the user’s query right at
the top of the page. The only other
formidable company that has followed Google’s example is Yahoo,
and now Microsoft is desperately
trying to augment its cloud to a
competitive size by consuming an
already existing cloud.
While some believe that the attempted takeover was aimed at
bolstering Microsoft’s online ad
presence, the firm has little chance
of ascending to a competitive level
with the internet marketing behemoth Google Inc., even with Yahoo’s assistance. Microsoft has $2.9
percent of search-based traffic on
its websites and pulled $2.8 billion
from online advertising. Google,
on the other hand, generated $16.4
billion in Internet advertising and
retains a hefty 62.4 percent share
of the search engine market. Microsoft is a veritable Goliath when
it comes to operating system technologies, but while that market is
still a place of opportunity, focus
has been effectively shifted from it.
Microsoft’s presence is shrinking in
what has been identified as growth
areas.
The latest word on the matter
came from Microsoft, when it released a statement eliciting its belief that “moving forward promptly
to consummate a transaction” is in
the best interest of both companies.
The Redmond-based company’s
hunger for Yahoo is the first demonstration of the importance of
cloud computing technology, and
if it’s desperation is any indication,
it won’t be the last.

TICKER WATCH: COMMODITIES

BLOOMBERG.COM

The UBS Bloomberg Constant Maturity Commodity Index has gained 14 percent this year. The
index, which is comprised of 26 raw materials, has been propelled by gains in sugar, lead,
soybean oil and copper. Gold has gained 13 percent this year while platinum has surged to
42 percent gains.

BUSINESS SITE OF THE WEEK: STUMBLEUPON.COM

BY EMMANUEL ONYENYILI
BUSINESS EDITOR

Founded in 2001 by three
friends who were completing their
post-graduate studies in Calgary,
Canada, StumbleUpon was named
the number one social media company on the web by Business 2.0
magazine.
The notion behind StumbleUpon is simple, as describe by one
of the co-founders Garrett Camp,
“click a button, find something
cool was the very basic premise,”
he says.
After you install the StumbleUpon to your browser, you are
asked to check off your interests

and based on your preferences,
StumbleUpon deliveres “highquality” websites that match to
your preferences.
With other 4,493,158 other stumblers giving thumbs up or thumbs
down recommendations, only the
best sites are delivered to you once
you click the stumble button.
For business or investment oriented readers, StumbleUpon will
lead to fascinating and captivating
business sites that will engage your
interest and increase your curiosity.
It is important to note that StumbleUpon can be addictive. Don’t be
surprised if you find yourself clicking the stumble button for hours.
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Students, faculty celebrate Black History Month
n 19 Baruch events
honor history in
February
BY WILLIAM BATTAGLIA
STAFF WRITER

Black History Month, which
is celebrated annually during the
month of February, usually lasts for
28 days. This year, the celebration
will last one day longer because of
Leap Year, but that one extra day is
just not long enough.
With a cornucopia of events
taking place at Baruch this year
to commemorate Black History
Month, the question to answer isn’t
which event to attend, but rather
why Black History isn’t celebrated
everyday.
What began as “Negro History
Week” in 1926, established by Carter G. Woodson, director of the Association for the Study of Negro Life
and History eventually expanded
and in 1976 became a month-long
celebration known today as Black
History Month. The event was established by “Afro-Americans” for
the study of “Afro-American life
and history.”
Many in the African-American
community felt it was in their best
interest to broaden the celebration
of Africans and people of African
descent by highlighting their contributions to the advancement of
history. Still today, many feel one
month is not enough.

Dr. Regina Bernard, professor of
Baruch’s black and Hispanic studies department, shared what Black
History Month means to her.
“We’re still playing it safe, in
that we’re really dependent on
one month to encapsulate all the
struggles of people of color. A lot
of places, not just here, tend to sort
of continue this idea that Black
History Month is Malcolm X. It is
Dr. King. It is Rosa Parks,” she explained. “That’s why these events at
Baruch are so important. It’s a way
to commemorate those that are less
popular but still influential. For me,
Black History Month is everyday.”
As a professor at Baruch for
five years, Dr. Bernard is passionate about getting the most out of
her students by emphasizing how
each one has a social responsibility for their own future. In fact, one
of the many important themes she
teaches her students is “the understanding of how oppression and
liberation has worked in the past
and how it works currently.”
In addition to taking part in Baruch’s celebration of Black History
Month, she has expressed interest
in creating a sister circle for young
women of color. “We would meet
once a week and discuss readings
outside of campus life; to discuss
readings, to discuss struggles and
try to find ways to help our situation so that things we are suffering
from or struggling through, to try to
find solutions to them,” she said.
Similarly, Dr. Arthur Lewin, who

has been with the black and Hispanic studies department for nearly 30 years, has been trying to put
forth a similar theme to students in
his black studies courses.
“Be suspicious of everything
that you see coming at you. Consult
multiple sources, come to your own
conclusions and be willing to listen
to different points of view, even if
it’s controversial,” he advised. “You
can’t really have an independent
genuine point of view unless you’re
open to listen. Suspend your disbelief and then begin to critique.”
In February, both professors
worked diligently with students,
partaking in many of the Black History Month events. On Wednesday,
Feb. 13 both professors spoke at
“The Young Lords and Black Panthers Parties” event sponsored by
La Unidad Latina, Lambda Upsilon
Lambda Fraternity, Inc. and Phi
Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc.
“It’s the one time of the year
when the history and accomplishments of Blacks are put to the forefront. It’s too bad we have to have
that. It should be all year round,”
said Lewin.
Lewin’s statement brings up a
controversy that has been brewing for decades: Should the African-American community stress
its African heritage or embrace its
American identity?
Perhaps Malcolm X said it best,
“There can be no black-white unity
until there is first some black unity.”

JOSH KU I THE TICKER

Students enjoyed breakdancing, beatboxing and graffiti art on Hip Hop Day.

Vital tax relief from VITA 3 weeks, 3 credits
BY MAREK MERY

BY SAIDA KENDALL

STAFF WRITER

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

April 17 this year may be spring
break for some, but for most Americans, it is “Hell Week.” April 17
marks the deadline for filing taxes,
and in the weeks leading up to that
fateful day, many will find themselves swamped in receipts and
forms that have messily accumulated.
For those who have little or no
time, money or knowledge of the
bureaucratic forms that lead to the
anticipation of rewarding returns,
there is the Volunteer Income Tax
Assistance program (VITA).
“It’s a great cause,” says Baruch
sophomore and VITA volunteer
Anton Gringut, adding that “about
half of the people whose taxes we
file are Baruch students and the
other half are from the general
community.”
The service, available weekdays
in the lobby of the library building, prepares 1040, 1040 EZ and
1040 NR forms. VITA will only sift
through related New York State
taxes, so if, for example, you have
spent part of the year working in
another state, those returns will be
outside the scope of VITA.
VITA began in 1969 and was
funded by the IRS, for people with
low to moderate incomes that could
not otherwise afford a tax service.
VITA also helps individuals and
families discover that they are entitled to a refund. According to the
VITA website, in 2007, a family with
two children could have received as
much as $4,716 in refunds and between 15 to 20 percent of families
fail to claim their refunds.
The Baruch branch of VITA
started in the early 1990s and each
tax season, for which training starts
in January and lasts for over two full

As a Baruch student, you’re either on time with your course load
or playing catch up, not that there’s
anything wrong with that. Many
students work full-time and are unable to complete the suggested 15
to 18 credits per semester needed
in order to graduate in four years.
Summer and winter classes are the
perfect solution to the Baruch student who needs just one more class
to fulfill an academic requirement.
This past winter intersession,
there was an increase in enrollment, possibly due to the sizable
amount of new disciplines available for students to take. In the
past, there were very few courses
prepared, with a majority of them
being physical education. However,
this recent winter session included
classes in math, business and black
and Latin studies, as well as sociology and anthropology.
A deciding factor of whether a
class should be available during
winter intersession is based on the
department’s decision — can the
class actually be taught in its entirety in three weeks? Some material may be omitted from the course,
but can professors educate students
on the core information within the
time allotted?
I took courses in psychology and
sociology during the intense three
week winter intersession. Previously, there weren’t any available
courses that suited my needs but
this past winter, the introduction
of new disciplines allowed me to
complete more courses for my liberal arts requirements. The classes
were Monday through Friday, unlike summer where you may attend
three days out of the week.
Since the session is condensed,

BORIS BERDICHEVSKIY I THE TICKER

Many people have already taken advantage of VITA’s services.
weekend days, brings in between
150 and 300 tax applicants.
VITA is also a volunteer opportunity for students. The three-hour
minimum for volunteers makes the
program accessible to busy Baruch
students. Besides Baruch, there are
four other New York City VITA sites.
Although less than 13 percent of
sites have more than 16 volunteers,
Baruch has surpassed that number
by at least twentyfold since 1998.
Although their focus is to help
lower income individuals and
families, VITA does not turn away
students who request to have their
forms filed. “We screen people to
determine their level of income,
but we don’t turn away students
or others who can benefit from our
services,” said Al Miranda, a senior

and volunteer trainee.
Describing a regular afternoon
at VITA, Gringut said the average
volunteer will fill out two tax forms.
The forms are double-checked by
another volunteer to make sure that
mistakes are avoided. “It’s pretty
relaxed and everyone in VITA gets
along well. The supervisors are flexible with our volunteer hours, so it
works for the volunteers as well,”
Gringut added.
When asked if VITA would have
a busy season this year, Gringut
sighed, saying, “It’s going to be
busy. The more people that find out
about VITA, the more that end up
coming to have their taxes filed.”
VITA is sure to stay at Baruch, saving taxpayers one tax form at a
time.

missing one day is like missing a
magnitude of needed information
in order to succeed in the course.
Baruch senior, Monisha Matheson, took two psychology classes
during the winter session for the
first time and felt that “the time
went fast, but the classes worked
well in the period of time.” In comparison to when she took courses
during the 2007 summer session,
Matheson found summer session
“to have more classes available and
it was longer so you had more time
to go over the material.”
Junior Natasha Singh took the
winter intersession for the second
time this past session because she
finds them beneficial. “I find the
winter sessions very intense because it is a lot of material and work
covered in a brief amount of time,”
she said. “Since it is only one class,
it is easier to focus and do the assignments without worrying about
other classes.” Singh also took a
class during last summer’s session
and found the course load similar
to winter session.
According to the Registrar’s
website, students in good academic
standing are allowed to register for
two courses in the winter intersession.
For summer, there is a greater
amount of options of disciplines
available for students. Even those
who aren’t yet enrolled at Baruch
can get a head start on credits by
taking courses during summer sessions, with the first session lasting
from June 2 until July 3 and the second from July 7 until Aug. 14.
Students can attend either one
or both sessions and are allowed
to register for two courses per session. Although registration for
these summer courses is unavailable now, schedules can be viewed
on eSIMS.
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Fresh ink: tattoo trend on rise in NYC
BY SAMANTHA JOANN GARCIA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The walls were covered with
them — Chinese symbols, butterflies, tribal art, roses and skulls. Tattoos engulfed the space of Andromeda, a tattoo parlor on St. Mark’s
Place where countless numbers of
people go to get works of art permanently etched onto their bodies.
According to U.S. News and
World Report, an estimated half of
all 18 to 29-year-olds have at least
one tattoo. One can’t help but wonder why so many young adults decide to get inked.
Brooklyn native Christopher
Dadah, 21, got his first tattoo at the
ripe age of 18. “My first tattoo was a
ying-yang with a tribal sun around
it. It’s important to me because in
life, we experience good and bad
every day,” said Dadah.
Like many other 18-year-olds,
Dadah became consumed by the
culture of tattoo artistry. He currently has two tattoos. “I think she’s
[my mother] afraid I’m going to end
up looking like a children’s coloring
book,” said Dadah.
In the 1990s, tattoos were associated with bikers, sailors, outcasts
and rebels, but how the times have
changed.
Pee Pee, an employee at Andromeda tattooed his own body at
the age of 12. Now in his mid-20s,
his body is almost entirely covered
in tattoos. He even got the top of his
head tattooed. People of all ages go
to Andromeda to get inked — it’s no
longer an “obscene” thing to do.
St. Mark’s Place is the epi-center
of tattoo parlors in New York City,
but beware: tattoo parlors are not
all one and the same. “This is the
only field where what you want
isn’t what you’re always gonna get,”
said Joe Pollak, owner of Androm-

eda. Getting inked is like marriage,
a lifelong commitment, so make
sure you understand what you may
be shelling out $200 for.
Tattoos are like potato chips.
You can’t ever have just one. In a
culture full of “tramp stamps” and
“sleeves,” one truth remains — tattoos have a tendency to become
addictive. “After people get tats,
they usually can’t wait to get a next
one,” said the 21-year-old Queens
resident Tephadorn Sornthong. He
got a tiger tattooed on his right arm
at the age of 18 and his second tattoo, a lion, not long after that.
Through trauma and happiness,
it seems that the way young adults
cope with life’s rocky situations is
by permanently affixing them to
their bodies as a reminder of their
survival.
For many, tattoos hold symbolic
meanings. After being diagnosed
with cancer two years ago, 20-yearold Tatiana Iqbalsingh, a student at
St. Leo University in Virginia, and
her best friend Teresa Mosquera, a
20-year-old student at Thomas Nelson Community College in Hampton, Va. took the plunge and got
matching tattoos.
Through break-ups and lifethreatening illness, Iqbalsingh
and Mosquera got puzzle pieces
on their wrists to commemorate
their friendship. They both have
three tattoos each and don’t plan
on stopping anytime soon. “I’m reserving my left ankle for a tattoo of
a rosary,” said Mosquera.
Human skin has become the
new canvas and young adults are
using themselves as walking works
of art. People are customizing their
bodies, separating themselves from
the rest. Tattoos are so common
nowadays that it seems they’re no
longer just for rock stars. In her article “Over-40 Rebels with a Cause:

Thinking of getting inked?
Here are great places in New York:
FunCity Tattoo
94 St. Mark’s Place
CLOCKWISE: CHRISTOPHER DADAH, TATIANA IQBALSINGH, TEPHADORN SORNTHONG, TERESA MOSQUERA

New York Adorned
47 Second Avenue
Tattoos,” New York Times writer
Elizabeth Hayt wrote, “Tattooing is
so prevalent that there are tattoo
parlor chains, tattoo courses at art
colleges and temporary rub-on tattoos favored by preschoolers.”
However, conflict arises when it
comes to careers. As 18-year-olds
get tattooed, they may not consider
the possibility of how this could
affect their future endeavors. Do

tattoos still come with a societal
stigma?
According to Hayt, absolutely
not. “Tattoos are becoming so acceptable … they are in danger of
losing their allure of naughtiness,”
said Hayt.
Nonetheless, it may be a long
while before tattooees give up the
adrenaline rush that comes with
getting inked.

Invisible NYC
148 Orchard Street
Andromeda
33 St. Mark’s Place
Daredevil Tattoo
174 Ludlow Street
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Race, gender cards in politics
BY DENNIS MARTIN
STAFF WRITER

Take a leap
this Friday
BY LIA EUSTACHEWICH
FEATURES EDITOR

Actor Dennis Haysbert is hoping art imitates life. A supporter
of presidential hopeful, Barack
Obama, Haysbert told “TV Guide”
he felt the present Democratic
front-runner’s campaign has benefited, in part, from his role as television’s first black president on the
series, “24.”
“As far as the public is concerned, it did open up their minds
… to the notion that if the right man
came along, a black man could be
president,” said Haysbert.
Though Baruch student Tynesha Finlay believes Obama will win
the Democratic nomination, that
hasn’t stopped the senior from pulling for Clinton. “Hopefully, Hillary
can make history in becoming the
first female President,” she said.
Sens. Obama and Clinton are
each poised to make history as the
Democratic presidential nominee. National polls suggesting that
America is ready to see an African-American or female president,
some remain skeptical.
Baruch student Linh Pham feels
“[America] does not believe women are capable of being strong leaders,” therefore, a win for Clinton
would be difficult.
But Pennsylvania’s Governor Ed
Rendell says it’s actually the New
York senator who has the advantage. “I think there are some whites
who are probably not ready to vote
for an African-American candidate,” Rendell told the Pittsburg
Post-Gazette.
The governor’s remark may
have been fueled by the premise of
the 15 percent rule, a rule which,
according to pundits, states that
approximately 15 percent of Caucasians say race plays no factor in

You may have noticed an extra
day on your February calendar this
year and, no, it’s not an error. This
Friday marks Leap Day, which adds
one more calendar day to the usual
365.
The extra day is added in order
to synchronize with Earth’s rotation
around the sun, which takes exactly
365 days, 5 hours, 48 minutes and
46 seconds.
Since they only come once every four years, put your extra day
to good use and celebrate this Leap
Day with these tidbits:
SENATE.GOV

IBABUZZ.COM

Torn between race and gender, Obama and Clinton duke it out for the Democratic nomination.
their decision, yet in the confines of
a voting both, they will ultimately
pull the lever for a white candidate.
But the so-called 15 percent
rule has made little impact on the
Obama campaign. The Illinois senator held his own on Super Tuesday, winning 13 states compared
to Clinton’s nine wins. Obama’s big
wins in the primary and caucus in
predominately white states — like
Alaska, Maine and Iowa — seem
to suggest that Clinton may have
a bigger hurdle to cross due to her
gender.
“When an MSNBC commentator [David Shuster] feels free to
sexualize the Clinton campaign
by saying Clinton is “pimping out”
her daughter, Chelsea, you have
to wonder why similar comments
aren’t made about Obama,” said
Carol Quirke, assistant professor of
American studies at SUNY College
Old Westbury.
Quirke, a former Baruch profes-

sor who taught courses in AfricanAmerican and women’s history,
said Shuster’s attack “seems focused in large part on Clinton because of her gender.”
“It’s clear that Clinton is receiving a kind of animus that, if focused
upon Barack Obama, would be
considered racist,” Quirke said.
A pioneering force in the
women’s rights movement, Gloria
Steinem says the sex barrier, in conjunction to the racial one, is taken
less seriously for reasons that “are
as pervasive as the air we breathe.”
In her New York Times editorial headlined, “Women are never
front-runners,” Steinem said, “Gender is probably the most restricting
force in American life.” She claimed
that “black men have ascended to
positions of power, from the military to the bedroom, before any
women.”
The racial and gender configuration of the current Congress shows

quite the contrary. Twenty-eight
House members are black males,
compared to 68 of those who are
women.
Clinton is among 14 women
who are seated in the Senate, while
Obama stands as the lone black
senator. Last year, Nancy Pelosi
became the nation’s first female
Speaker of the House, a title no
African-American male has yet to
own.
Still, Quirke, who is not taking
bets on who will win the Democratic nomination, said due to past
racial injustices, many whites hold
a collective consciousness of uneasiness, or “white guilt,” that could
be favorable to Obama.
“Liberal white Americans are
quite fearful of looking racist,” she
said. “It doesn’t mean they are not.
They just have a consciousness that
they should not be, [and] that same
consciousness does not appear to
extend to sexism.”

• Traditionally, it is acceptable
for a woman to propose to a man
on Feb. 29, also known as Sadie
Hawkins Day.
• A Greek superstition speculates that getting married during a
leap year is bad luck.
• Leapicide is the name of a
person who celebrates their Leap
Year birthday on both Feb. 28 and
March 1.
• Calculate leap years using this
method: years divisible by four are
leap years, those divisible by 100
are not, unless the year is also divisible by 400.
• Historical events that occurred
on a leap year include the Salem
witch trials (1692), Hattie McDaniel
becoming the first African-American actress to win an Oscar (1940)
and the installation of the first
“Walk/Don’t Walk” signs in New
York City (1952).
• The town of Anthony, which
borders New Mexico and Texas, is
the Leap Year Capital of the world
and has celebrated each leap year
with a festival since 1988.
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Arts

Naked Guy is unbridled fun
BY MAYLIN CASTRO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Nagelberg is getting racy, and
it’s all due to the new addition of
The Play About The Naked Guy. Directed by Tom Wojtunik, this marvelously hilarious play, brought to
us by The Emerging Artists Theater
Company, revolves around the
financial decline of the Integrity
Players, a theater company that illuminates lesser known classics
from the dusty bins of obscurity.
Needless to say this makes the
company less than profitable.
The Integrity Players are headed
by Amanda (Stacy Meyer) and Dan
(Jason Schuman), a married couple
who happen to be actors. Unfortunately, they are dependent on
Amanda’s forbearing, manipulative
wench of a mother Mrs. Anderson
(Ellen Reilly) who is very pregnant
and out of money.
It is only when Mrs. Anderson
threatens to take away financial
support that they see themselves in
dire straits. In the meantime, Harold J Lichtenberger, a “serious theater actor,” and the lead actor of the
Integrity Players, who is also a closeted gay, attracts the attention of a
money hungry and very successful producer (Christopher Borg),
as they tend to be, and his design
team (Chad Austin and Christopher
Sloan) in a clandestine gay bar.
The producer, Eddie Russini,
soon takes over the BPAC theatre to
create one of his shows in total disregard of the integrity of the players, or lack thereof. It is only when
they throw Kit Swagger (Dan Amboyer), a gay porn star, into the mix
when the story line really gets going
… and naked. Soon all the players
must face their past, their future
and finally decide whether ‘tis art
or money that they will ultimately
choose.
The whole cast was exceptional
in their portrayals of the world of

ERICA PARISE I SPECIAL TO THE TICKER

Dan Amboyer (Kit Swagger) takes center stage as “The Naked Guy” while Stacey Mayer (Amanda) and Christopher Borg (Eddie) provide some cover.
the Integrity Players. Ellen Reilly, a
former nominee for the Innovative
Theater Awards, gives a superb performance as the overbearing upper
class mother from Connecticut. Her
portrayal as the evil mother sent
the audience into a tizzy. She is that
woman who we all love to hate, but
whom we all seek to be, who gets
‘em all in line with the sound of her
voice. Ah, how we adore evil, maniacal women in the theater! She

does for The Naked Guy what Meryl
Streep’s character Miranda Priestly
did for The Devil Wears Prada.
As for Christopher Sloan and
Chad Austin, these two immensely
talented actors were as hilarious
as the overtly gay Will and Grace’s
Jack McFarlands of the world. They
were wonderful to watch, the acting
is in the specificity of their characters and actions. They seemed like
opposite sides of the same coin.

Accolades must also go out to the
other characters. It was truly an ensemble show.
The play truly speaks to the present day struggling artist; their sacrifice for a life in art. While the play
leaves off on a note that artistry
cannot survive on integrity alone,
and that as artists there will come
a time when one must eventually
choose between food on the table
and the love of the art, it is done in

such a way with characters who extend to absurdity.
Rarely can one see such a marvelous show put together where
the cast becomes a true ensemble
while creating such perfect scenes
on stage. It is a laugh-out-loud moment that is surely to offend a few,
but entertain many.
The Naked Guy plays until Sunday, March 2, so hurry to the show
while you still can!

Hunting and Gathering for love, home

PRIMARYSTAGES.COM

Three thirty-somethings, played by Michael Chernus, Keira Naughton and Jeremy Shamos; and a youngster, played by Mamie Gummer, search for affordable housing and some loving in New York City.

BY JACQUELINE CHANCER
ARTS EDITOR

They say the space you inhabit
is a clear reflection of your personality. But what if you never live in a
place long enough to call it home?
Unfortunately, that indicates
something about a person as well.
Think the endless male hunt of Sex
and the City minus the rent-controlled apartment, plus the “dudeism” of the Big Lebowski and you
get Brooke Berman’s contemporary
play Hunting and Gathering, now
playing at Primary Stages (59 E. 59th
Street).

Three thirty-somethings played
by Michael Chernus (Astor), Keira Naughton (Ruth) and Jeremy
Shamos (Jesse) and one youngin’
played by Mamie Gummer (Bess)
search for love and safe but affordable shelter in the city that never
sleeps.
Ruth is a neurotic mess after
breaking up with her best friend
Astor’s married (but, as a result,
newly divorced) half-brother Jesse.
Moving from apartment to sublet
to house-sit, her living situation
mirrors her emotional unrest. Her
pathetic incapacity to find love or
hold down a job is the driving force

behind the play. Yet, I found her
naive wounded, “woe is me” act
coupled with the dismal portrayal
of an older, still single woman regressive.
But, Ruth isn’t alone. Apparently one can still couch-surf well into
their thirties as does Astor, a Jeff
Bridges-like dude, who spews idiosyncratic Buddhist nonsense, and
whose only noteworthy possession
is his van, which girls dig.
Desperately trying to evoke
youth, his dialogue emerges as stiff
and archaic. However, all is not well
even if you can find and afford an
apartment as bland, straight-laced

Jesse does, thanks to motherly realestate agents. Astor’s brother and
emasculated Columbia literature
professor proves that home in his
new bachelor pad, is not necessarily where the heart is.
Alas, Bess, a wealthy Columbia
student of a different, more conniving breed, puts the moves on
her professor, Jesse. Her solipsism
is both endearing and empowering, definitely relatable by today’s
youth. Meryl Streep’s daughter, Mamie Gummer, is the only one brave
enough who seems capable to cock
and shoot her prey.
A highly trite play in this day

and age where all us New Yorkers know, love and real estate are,
in the words of Pat Benatar, true
battlefields. The characters created
were paper-like and struck no emotional chord in me.
Perhaps, years ago, it was possible to jump from one apartment to
the next in today’s hot Lower East
Side, but how many kind landlords
do you know who would rent to
someone with Ruth’s credentials? If
her checkbook is anything like her
relationships with men, it’s a wonder she’d be approved for a loan or
a lease, deep in the heart of Queens,
let alone Manhattan.
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One man does 18
Broadway divas

FABDIVAS.COM

FABDIVAS.COM

Alan Palmer as Judy Garland.

Alan Palmer as Betty Buckley.

BY RHONDA MORGAN

brace the whole persona of Garland,
down to every gesture, mannerism
and vocal technique and the result
was really amazing. In between the
divas, there were short, sweet anecdotes about his childhood, his
Broadway experiences and some
audience participation.
The audience participation required Palmer to request volunteers. Of course, despite slumping
in my seat and looking at the floor
I found myself on stage where I was
given a Broadway trivia quiz. Needless to say, my knowledge of Broadway stars, shows and anything related to Broadway is seriously lacking. I lost out on the prize of a hot
pink feather boa to a fellow member of the audience. Palmer gave a
remarkable performance in spite of
a nasty case of laryngitis and proved
he is a great entertainer.
Fabulous Divas is not your average Broadway show, it is so much
more. See for yourself; opening
night is on Wednesday, Feb. 27 at
St. Luke’s Theatre.

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

What do you get when you cross
an award-winning director/choreographer with over 18 female
Broadway stars? I found out when
I checked out a preview of Alan
Palmer’s Fabulous Divas of Broadway.
“I don’t do impressions,” Palmer
announced at the beginning of the
show. “I’m showing you the impressions these women have left
on me.” False eyelashes, blond pigtails and one blue and white sailor’s
dress later, the one-man show had
begun. Starting with Shirley Temple, what followed was a whirlwind
of costume changes and Broadway
numbers. Palmer even found time
to pay hilarious tributes to what
he called “the modern-day divas,”
which included Cher, Joan Rivers
and Judge Judy.
My personal favorite was his
rendition of Judy Garland from The
Boy Next Door. He was able to em-
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Korean music on the upswing
BY SHAWYONIA PETTIGREW
BY MEI XIN (MARGARET) FU
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Continuing his efforts to break
into the U.S. market, CEO of Korean
record label JYP Entertainment,
Park Jin Young (otherwise known
as JYP, his initials) will be holding a
concert at Madison Square Garden
on Friday, Feb. 29. Featured acts include Wonder Girls, Lim Jeong Hee
(known as J-Lim in America), Min,
and G-Soul. With Rain’s (singer/actor formerly under the label) soldout concerts here in New York City
two years ago, JYP hopes to mirror
that success and once again expand
the hallyu, or the Korean wave, particularly with regards to entertainment, outside of Asia.
This time, idol group Wonder
Girls is in the limelight. Although
the band members’ average age is
17, they have already topped nearly
every chart in Korea with their hit
retro-esque song, “Tell Me.” Even
the dance from their music video
and performances has become a
phenomenon in Korea, copied by
everyone from schoolgirls to police
officers and flight attendants.
In addition to the tour, which
started on Sunday, Feb. 17, the

K-POPPED.COM

Lim Jeong Hee, who collaborated with
Big Boi, is Korea’s answer to Alicia Keys.
Wonder Girls will be filming a special season for their MTV reality
show in New York City. You should
be on the lookout as they are expected to visit famous universities
and television stations.
The concert will also showcase
JYP’s lesser-known protégés Lim
Jeong Hee and Min, and G-Soul.
Last November, Min released a hiphop single, “Go Ahead” in the U.S.
on which she worked with Lil’ Jon.
Lim Jeong Hee, on the other
hand, is rumored to be studying

English on 34th Street. Known as the
Korean Alicia Keys, the R&B singer
is expected to debut in America this
year, having collaborated with rap
duo Outkast’s Big Boi for her song,
“The Asian Soul.”
Tickets are still available through
TicketMaster.com, with prices ranging from $40 to $150. JYPE will also
hold a concert at the Wiltern in Los
Angeles on Saturday, March 8.
JYPE is known for its edgy blend
of hip-hop and R&B music that has
been evidently influenced by mainstream American styles, though recently it has been delving into pop
as well, with the Wonder Girls.
A brilliant composer and producer, JYP was able to transform
trainees into superstars within a
short period of time. His marketing strategy for artists debuting in
America is significantly different
from that of those in Korea. Instead
of signing them up to perform at
various music shows, he takes the
underground approach and introduces them at renowned nightclubs around the city. JYPE is also
looking for new talent worldwide,
as it will be having its global auditions in New York and Los Angeles
during early March of this year.

With declining record sales in
Korea, many entertainment companies are seeking new markets
overseas. Popular artists such as
Se7en (of YG Entertainment), who
has previously worked with Amerie
and BoA (of SM Entertainment),
who is working with one of Madonna’s former producers, Peter Rafelson, are already preparing for their
debut here in America.
It is not that the singers lack talent nor is it a clash of music styles.
Aside from having to overcome
the language barrier, these ventures pose a greater problem: Is the
American music industry ready to
accept an Asian singer? JYP’s efforts to pave the way for future generations of Asian musicians in the
U.S. and breaking the stereotype
that Asians are only good at math
and science is commendable.
Advocating for an international
musical alliance, JYP has tirelessly
spoken at colleges and networked
with others in the business here in
New York. If all goes well, JYP just
may be able to turn the dreams of
numerous unknown talents into realities, transforming America as we
know it and shattering our prejudiced mindsets.

An Irish boy’s journey to America
BY REBECCA FORBES
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

The Law of Dreams, Peter Behren’s debut novel and winner of
the 2006 Governor General’s Literary Award for Fiction, is a poignant
portrayal of the unrelenting effort
of one boy searching for greater
possibilities in the wake of unimaginable loss.
Fergus O’Brien is introduced at
the beginning as a young boy on a
large farm in 1846 Ireland who, as
the story unfolds, matures into a
man with an extraordinary amount
of perseverance, courage and
strength.
The novel, a dramatic work of
historical fiction, begins with the
devastating effects of the Potato
Famine in Ireland. After Fergus’

father refuses to leave the barren
land that is his life, the family is left
completely alone and eventually
succumbs to black fever, leaving
Fergus an orphan. Then, because
the fever is extremely contagious,
Fergus’s only home is burned
down, an event that leaves an indelible mark on his mind.
From this point on, Fergus
makes his way to America. Through
his travels, he constantly finds
himself in intriguing company. As
though it is a theme of his life, Fergus loses his three loves Phoebe,
Luke and Molly, each in terribly
tragic ways. However, in the end,
as though by some miracle, Fergus
ends up on his way to America with
money in his pocket and the promise of a better life.
Part of what makes the novel,

which is based on Behren’s own
family history, so unbelievable is
the unflinching honesty with which
he writes the story. Every moment
is told in a vivid and frank tone that
the momentousness of the story,
and its historic reality, cannot be
missed.
In addition, it seems as though
Behren is speaking directly to you
many times in the novel, a technique that brings the story directly
into your mind and your heart.
They impart lessons that are as true
in Fergus’ world as they are in our
modern society.
The last part of the book is dated
May 1847, and as you come to that
page, it seems unimaginable that
Fergus, still a boy in age, could have
lived such a life in one year. But by
the end of the novel, Fergus is truly

BARNESANDNOBLE.COM

BPAC CORRESPONDENT

On Thursday, Feb. 28
at 12:45 p.m. in the BPAC
Lounge (NVC, level B3), BPAC
will continue to play the film
Umrao Jaan. Indian beauty
Aishwarya Rai stars in director J.P. Dutta’s remake about
a poor girl who is sold into a
brothel where she is transformed into the courtesan
Umrao Jaan. Life as a courtesan is filled with hard knocks
as Umrao tries everything in
her power to control her own
destiny. This film is subtitled.
Last chance to see J. Kyle
Manzay’s The Actor’s Rap!,
with performances Thursday,
Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m.
and a Saturday matinee at 3
p.m. This outrageous comedy centers around a group
of actors frustrated by rappers
turned actors who steal their
roles. Baruch students and
faculty can see this comedy
for only $20.
The Emerging Artists Theatre continues with the Triple
Threat Play Premiere featuring The Play About The Naked
Guy, Claymont and Sisters’
Dance. The Play About The Naked Guy tracks a group of thespians that will stop at nothing
to save their company from
bankruptcy. Claymont takes
us to the summer of ’69 when
Neil Greenglass discovers who
he is by falling in love with a
draft dodger next door. In Sisters’ Dance, two sisters must
overcome their differences
and learn the meaning of family. Tickets are $50 but are only
$25 for students.
55UnderGround is offering
a special $10 ticket for Baruch
students only. Go to the Box
Office and tell them you read
about it in The Ticker. 55UnderGround is still accepting
members for its street team. If
interested, contact Shawyonia
Pettigrew at shawyonia_pettigrew@baruch.cuny.edu.
Schedules, tickets and information about BPAC events can
be obtained at the Box Office or
at baruch.cuny.edu/bpac.
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Science

Joke of the Week . . .
Q: What did the nuclear physicist have for lunch?
A: Fission chips.

Psychedelic drugs on the mind? Winter
woes
zapped
away

BY FRANKLIN CHO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

A team of researchers from
Johns Hopkins University School
of Medicine conducted a doubleblind experiment to assess whether
psilocybin, a psychedelic drug,
evoked mystical experiences and
altered the moods of the subjects.,
in an effort to explore it’s medical
uses for psychological disorders.
This report was published in the
Journal of Psychopharmacology.
Thirty-six middle-aged patients
were given psilocybin and Ritalin,
which served as a placebo, in two
separate sessions. The subjects
were administered a questionnaire
to measure the magnitude of their
mystical experience.
Two-thirds of those who were
given psilocybin stated that they
did indeed have a profound
religious experience. Two months
later, four out of five subjects
reported greater exuberance and
life satisfaction.
According to the report, twothirds of the subjects rated the
experience as “among the top
five most meaningful experiences
of their lives.” However, nearly a
third of the subjects experienced
anxiety, or a bad trip, during their
session, none of which lasted
beyond the session.
The
Multidisciplinary
Association
for
Psychedelic
Studies, or MAPS, conducted

research on MDMA, or ecstasy, with
results showing reduction in posttraumatic stress disorder. Tests are
being conducted now on whether
MDMA, short for Methylene
Dioxy Methamphetamine, is a
viable anti-anxiety drug for cancer
patients. MAPS has also carried
out studies on psilocybin’s effects
on obsessive compulsive disorder
and LSD’s effects on cluster
headaches with positive results.
Psychedelic drugs, which are
not addictive, have also been
shown to cure addiction to alcohol
and heroin. St. Thomas Aquinas,
in his seminal work Summa
Theologiae, called it the beatific
vision. Psychologist Abraham
Maslow, in Religions, Values, and
Peak Experiences, designated it a
peak experience. The religious,
or transcendental, experience has
been a matter of conjecture for
psychologists, philosophers and
theologians for eons.
Numerous notable saints and
mystics, including St. Teresa of
Avila and Rumi, describe joyous
and intensely ecstatic states that
enduringly changed them for the
better.
The experience is marked by
awe, affirmation of existence, loss
of space and time and an increase
in creativity and compassion.
These sublime occurrences are
induced by sensory deprivation,
meditation and severe illness.
Nonetheless,
they
have

Things you thought you knew
n Our Body: 3 myths
exposed about food
BY EDWARD DRAKHLIS
ADVERTISING MANAGER

Myth: Getting high on bagels
Fact: Made most popular in an
old episode of “Seinfeld,” where
Elaine fails her drug tests after eating poppy seed bagels. This myth
states that these bagels or any food
with poppy seeds will cause you to
fail a drug test by mimicking opium
use. Well folks, this myth is true. It
only takes two bagels to fail a drug
test. Of the 90 different species of
poppy, one, papaver somniferum,
is used for both drugs and food.
Don’t worry about getting high
off of bagels, though. There aren’t
enough opiates in them to get you
high. Now if you are looking for a
buzz, no need to look for bagel dealers behind alley ways. Poppies are
actually legal to have in possession,
(but not with the intent to grow
more), and can be ordered from
a gardening magazine or maybe
a neighborhood florist. A popular
trend today is brewing tea from the
poppy heads, which can actually
be quite addictive and have many
negative reactions with overuse.
So, next time you’re having
breakfast, you may want to rethink
eating bagels if you have the kind of
job where you’re required to have a
spontaneous drug test. For the rest
of you, now you can have an “excuse” for failing it.
Myth: Chicken Soup: Remedy
for a cold?
Fact: The belief that chicken
soup has curative properties can
be traced back centuries. Twelfth
century physician Maimonides
recommended his patients to eat
chicken soup to treat a cold and
other ailments such as diarrhea
and leprosy.
No study has actually proven

that chicken soup can cure the
common cold, but many have concluded that it has beneficial traits
in treating symptoms. The steam
from the hot broth can help clear
congestion and the spices used in
the soup can also help one breath
easier by thinning the mucus.
Research has also found that
chicken soup works very well as an
anti-inflammatory and has many
similarities to current cough medicines. For example, it has been determined that the soup releases a
certain amino acid which is very
close to an existing drug called acetylcysteine, which is prescribed to
treat respiratory disease. Also, the
soup’s reputation as a remedy probably acts as a placebo effect and
contributes to its healing power.
Since we’re on the topic of colds,
another misconception is that you
can get the common cold from just
being out in chilly weather. This is
not true. The cold is caused only by
exposure to the specific cold virus
(acute viral nasopharyngitis). Cold
weather however, does weaken
your immune system, making you
more susceptible to catching the
virus.
Myth: It takes seven years to digest gum
Fact: It has been a common
belief that if you swallow a piece
of chewing gum, it will linger undigested in your stomach for seven
years due to its indigestible quality.
The fact is that gum passes through
your digestive tract at the speed of
any other food. The only difference
is that it comes out of you basically
unchanged. Chewing gum was
formerly made from resin, which
had been changed to a latex base,
chicle, for economic reasons. Now,
most companies use synthetic petroleum-based polymers instead of
chicle.
Ask Ed (ticker_ads@baruch.
cuny.edu) to expose popular myths!

garnered little credibility in the
scientific community and have
thus received minimal attention.
However, recent studies, such
as one conducted at Johns Hopkins
University School of Medicine;
systematically investigate the
effects of psychoactive substances
in eliciting mystical experiences
in addition to curing mental
ailments.
Psychoactive drugs and its
effects did not gain widespread
interest within the scientific
community till 1943 when Dr.
Albert Hoffman, a Swiss chemist,
accidentally ingested LSD-25.
His account of the experience
sparked scientific interest in
lysergic acid and similar agents.
By the 1950s and 1960s, over 1,000
papers were published detailing
the treatment of mental illness
from schizophrenia to depression
through psychedelic drugs.
It was also during this
time that the “Good Friday
Experiment” was conducted
by Walter Pahnke, a graduate
student at Harvard Divinity
School. Groups of ten students
with religious predispositions
were administered either the
hallucinogen psilocybin or niacin,
which served as a placebo. The
experiment was carried out at a
chapel in Boston during a Good
Friday service. The goal was
to see whether there was any
relationship between psychedelic

drugs and mystical consciousness.
Surprisingly, nearly all the group
members who received psilocybin
reported undergoing a religious
experience.
Also, in 1964, internist Eric Kast
cited how LSD provided elation
and pain reduction for terminally
ill
patients.
Unfortunately,
rampant abuse by uncontrolled
youth during the late 1960s
led to laws and restrictions on
psychedelic drugs.
Consequently,
research
laboratories ceased to function
after manufacturers of psychedelic
drugs discontinued their supplies
and
funding
for
research
withered.
The field of psychedelic
research is picking up from where
the
psychopharmacological
community left off in the 1960s.
In addition to promoting wellbeing and personal growth,
hallucinogens, when dispensed
under the right conditions,
may unlock a Pandora’s Box of
treatments for mental illnesses.
Increased knowledge of the
neuroscience behind psychedelic
induced experiences may improve
treatment
and
therapeutic
methods, and help us further our
study in human consciousness.
The implications of psychedelic
drug research in scientific
advancement would be huge and
it would be thoughtless not to
pursue it.

Mysterious memories
BY MEHRAN GHAFFARSAMAR
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The complexities of the brain,
specifically the neural processes
involved in memory recall, have recently garnered new insight thanks
to a study involving deep brain
stimulation (DBS) surgery.
A patient who underwent DBS
surgery reported experiencing vivid recollections of personal memories while surgeons were stimulating his hypothalamus. Moreover,
as the intensity of the stimulation
was heightened, so too was the vividness of the experience felt by the
patient.
In an effort to combat the patient’s life-long battle with obesity,
surgeon Andres Loranzo,
a leading expert on
deep brain stimulation, along with his
team at the Toronto
Western Hospital in
Ontario hoped to
isolate possible appetite suppression
sites by stimulating
specific areas within the
brain. As Loranzo and
his team carefully moved
from one area of stimulation to another, the patient,
who was awake but anesthetized,
suddenly reported a “déjà vu”-like
experience.
DBS surgery is primarily used
as a treatment for Parkinson’s disease. It is a procedure which utilizes strategically placed electrodes
which emit an electric current into
the brain. In a number of follow-up
studies with Dr. Loranzo’s original patient, it was clear the patient
displayed improved memory and
learning abilities — a finding that
could ultimately prove to be monumental for those with Alzheimer’s.
It seems, thus far, that the stimulation of the hypothalamus has proven most effective in rendering a
patient with an increased capacity

for the recollection of old and the
recognition of new memories.
The hypothalamus is largely responsible for the maintenance of
the body through its ability to regulate a person’s desire to eat and
drink. Other functions include the
slowing of the pulse and the lowering of blood pressure in order to
facilitate the body’s ability to rest.
The hypothalamus is also involved
in the regulation of emotional capacities such as rage, pleasure and
general arousal.
The hypothalamus plays a part
in making the transmission of electrical messages from one cell to
another possible. The stimulation
of the region to induce memory recall can have a number of ramifications, the gamut running
from medical and
psychiatric to recreational and hedonistic. Those who
suffer from both
retrograde and anterograde amnesia
might
have
hope in recovering once
MEDICALOOK.COM
lost memories
and the ability to retain new
ones. Individuals in therapy
could have the ability to revisit
repressed memories, if need be.
Pleasure-seekers might have the
luxury of reliving that first kiss if
they so desire.
The hypothalamus’ integral role
in the limbic system isn’t a new
phenomenon. However, the peculiarities it possesses alongside the
other members of the limbic system, which are namely responsible
for memory and emotion, have yet
to be fully realized. Furthermore,
the application of the knowledge
already ascertained is arguably still
in its fledgling stages. Only with
continued research can more light
be shed on the yet to be fully explored organic frontier that is the
human mind.
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BY LAURA ALVARADO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Viruses, the most common ailment affecting the ill during wintertime, have a new enemy. Scientists
have proposed the possibility that
viruses can be destroyed by lasers
and sound waves.
Research done by Physicist Otto
Sankey of Arizona State University,
shows that viruses attacked by laser
pulses of particular resonance frequencies were destroyed.
Resonance frequencies are the
rate at which something oscillates
or vibrates. It is believed that this
vibration can destroy the virus capsid.
The hard part is trying to figure
out the frequencies at which the
virus capsids collapse. Capsids are
the shells around a virus, mainly
composed of protein. When the
capsids collapse, the virus can no
longer function.
The process is tedious, since
finding these frequencies entails
trial and error. Sanky and his student Eric Dykeman recently reported the frequency of tobacco
necrosis virus, a plant pathogenic
virus, to be 60 GHz, with their new
technology to calculate the atomic
movement of the virus shell.
This experiment mirrored that
of Kon-Thon Tsen, a laser expert
at Arizona State University and his
son Shaw Wei Tsen, a biology student at Johns Hopkins University,
who used ultrashort pulse lasers
(USP) to shatter the virus capsid.
Tsen had been working with
USP lasers for many years prior to
the publications about this discovery. According to researchers, the
laser is destructive to the virus protein shells but harmless to human
cells.
The USP laser releases energy in
femto-second pulses (one millionth
of a nano-second) at a time.
These lasers use 40 times less
energy than the energy level that
harms human T-cells, which are
able to kill virus-infected cells, cells
with bacteria and cancer cells with
tumor antigens.
A problem that arises from this
process is that the laser light does
not penetrate skin deep enough to
attack all viruses in the body.
A solution may be dialysis machines, used to circulate the laser
therapy throughout the body, or,
if that results in impracticality, ultrasound machines with particular
resonance frequency lasers.
This new idea can be very promising in destroying petty viruses, as
well as more detrimental ones like
HIV and hepatitis.
For now, further research must
be conducted to attain steady results.
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Calendar of Events
COMPILED BY ELYSSA MALDONADO

LEISURE EDITOR

Blood Drive Sign-Up
Office Student Life and N.Y.
Blood Drive
Second Floor Lobby (NVC)
9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
(Monday to Friday)
Welcome to Africa Promotion
Zicklin Africa Business Club
Second Floor Lobby (NVC)
1 p.m. to 6 p.m.
(Monday and Tuesday)

The Nisanov Zone
Jewish Student Alliance
Room 3-240 (NVC)
12:30 p.m. to 2 p.m.

Real Estate Finance with
David Shulman
Real Estate Networking Club
137 E. 22nd Street
12:30 p.m. to 2 p.m.

African Americans and Islam
Muslim Students Association
Room 2-125 (NVC)
6 p.m. to 8 p.m.

Raffle for Relay for Life
Alpha Phi Delta
Second Floor Lobby (NVC)
12:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m.
(Tuesday and Thursday)
Ticker Sales for Cultural
Show
Black Students Union
Second Floor Lobby (NVC)
12:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m.
(Tuesday and Thursday)

Coffeehouse #1
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship
Multi-Purpose Room 1-107
(NVC)
9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Cultural Show: A Tribute to
Black Unity
Black Students Union
Mason Hall (23rd Street)
6 p.m. to 10 p.m.

PWC Presents: Shari
Belgrave
Accounting Society, ALPFA, Beta
Alpha Psi, NAASA and NABA
Room 3-165 (NVC)
12:40 p.m. to 2:15 p.m.
Unsung Heroes of the Civil
Rights Movement
Black History Month Committee
Room 2-125 (NVC)
12:40 p.m. to 2:20 p.m.

02/25
02/26
02/27
02/28
02/29

Kabalah 101
Jewish Student Alliance
Second Floor Lobby (NVC)
1 p.m. to 6 p.m.

Welcome to Africa
Zicklin Africa Business Club
750 Newman Library
12:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m.

Salsa Lessons
PRIDE, LASO, LAY and Latin
Society
Room 3-215 (NVC)
12:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Mock Interviews
Jewish Business Leaders
Room 3-160 (NVC)
12:40 p.m. to 2:20 p.m.
The Friedman Hour
Jewish Student Alliance
Room 3-240 (NVC)
1:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m.

Submit your event listings to

leisure@theticker.org

To check your Crossword answers, visit theticker.org.

Information Session
AIESEC
Room 3-210 (NVC)
12:40 p.m. to 2:30 p.m.

Lenten Prayer Services
Chaplains Office Newman
Catholic Center
Room 3-216 (NVC)
1:30 p.m. to 2 p.m.
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Helpful dos for your do
n Tips to create
trendy and classy
hairstyles
BY COSETTE PICHARDO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

We, the young women of Baruch,
are both busy and beautiful. Coming in all shapes, sizes and grade
point averages, we are not only the
future trailblazers of our fields but
present employees as well.
When you add up the weekly toll,
however, most of us barely have the
time to get half a night’s rest before
we have to catch the morning train.
Somehow, we can manage to look
decent by the end of the day, but
check out the hair: does it look like
it has had any love recently?
These three hairstyles are meant
to be easy, fast and effective; any of
these dos will make you look good.
Warning: these bobs are meant
to make you look graceful, so you
might run the risk of getting a compliment.
Hottie No. One: The Melena
Leaving your mane loose is
nearly effortless and almost always
lovely. Instead of leaving the partition to the middle of your head, you
can part your hair to the side over
the right or left pupil and pin the
shorter side up with a hair clip. You
may also pick up both sides of the
hair with pins.

EMEDIAWIRE.COM

Easy styles that can be done fast and look amazing.
Hottie No. Two: The Ponytail
A simple classic, many people
forget that this is an elegant way to
pin up your hair without getting a
headache in the process. You can
wear it to the side, higher or lower
on your head, loose or tight. The
best way to wear it is high on your
head. If you have short hair, you
can pick up the ends and clip it

SEX WITH ELYSSA & HELEN

Is she faking it?
Imagine yourself lying in bed how to approach the situation
with a guy and starting to get and if they do, they are afraid of
“busy.” Things are getting heat- jeopardizing the relationship.
ed, but you know something is But sometimes, a woman just
off. Your getting anxious, know- isn’t in the mood and their way
ing that he’s in the zone, and for of getting it over with is to fake it.
Here are some helpful tips to
some odd reason, you’re just not
prevent those fake orgasms:
feeling it. With the pressure
There are certain sexual
rolling, there seems to be
positions that could give
only one option left ... fake
you a good work-out
it.
and would leave you
However,
exactly
satisfied. (Ladies, get
how many men are
ready for those biaware of this growing
kinis).
situation? Georgiy Teverovskiy, a
•
Oral Sex: Maps are
senior at Long Ishelpful.
land University,
•
Sex Toys: Spencer’s
said, “I would
the Toys-R-Us for
never want to
adults.
know if she actu•
Talking: Just ask
ally fakes it. But I
what she wants.
would want her
to gently nudge
There are many
me in the right
ways to make sure that
direction so she
your sexual experiencdoesn’t have to
es don’t go to waste.
fake it.” In contrast, othFor those of you exer men would prefer that
periencing this for the
she be honest and have a
TICKER ARCHIVES
first time and are not sure
one-on-one conversation
what exactly an orgasm feels like,
so that he can improve.
Many women do not have that’s why they invented Google.
the heart to let their significant Don’t worry if the first couple
other know that they are not be- of times aren’t “magic.” It takes
ing pleasured. Instead, they opt time and practice.
Communication is key. Talkto avoid embarrassing the proud
ing with your significant other
soldier.
Aside from hurting his feel- brings out the issues on to the
ings, they could be unsure of table and prevents those fakers.

into the root of the ponytail with a
good barrette. Don’t be stingy on a
beautiful hair accessory; a good one
will not only make your ponytail
look elegant, it won’t get stuck on
your hair. First, comb out your hair
with a short comb; use pomade or
gel to get any stray strands to stay in
place. Pick your hair up to the desired height, comb once more and

the base. When you’ve made half of
a circle, release the hand holing the
base and use it to hold the forming
bun as you continue to coil the tail
of the chignon. Once you reach the
end of your tail tuck it under your
bun.
If it’s long enough, you will be
able to pull the ends through the
middle of said chignon. Two strategically placed bobby pins will suffice to hold the chignon. This look
is great with some loose strands to
frame your face.
If, after the chignon is completed, you prefer the polished look,
simply spread some moose or hair
smoother onto your hair with your
hands. If you use a comb or brush
at this point, you will end up with
an awkward rise at the base of the
do.
Three classics: simple, easy
and flexible. Even though you’ve
seen them before, accessories and
variations will aid you in achieving a pleasing look. There are also
ABOUT.COM a multitude of styles that are available online.
I strongly suggest that you go
online or walk into the photography section of your nearest literary
tie into place.
facility and take some time to look
at the hairstyles of female HolHottie No. Three: The Chignon
Considered the elegant version lywood stars of the 20th century.
of a bun, you make a low ponytail, Great hairstyles take time, but it
pick up the end of the tail and tie might inspire you to add a twist to
into a tight spiral. Hold the base of your hairstyle.
Braids are also very chic and
the ponytail with one hand and lift
the tail straight up with the other. they last all day long. Have fun!
Loop your tail clockwise around You deserve it.

Self-test could save lives
BY TAHEERA TIM KEE
HEALTH AND WELLNESS CORRESPONDENT

Some of us may blush while
reading this article or even hesitate
to bring up the topic among friends.
However, it is integral that more
young women learn about breast
health since we all have a pair. The
importance of this article became
more evident when, in having a
discussion with one of my friends,
she revealed that she had lumps in
her breasts.
Alarmed, I immediately envisioned cancerous cysts, unwanted
and hostile, trapped in her mammary glands. However, she was
quick to assure me that, not only
were the lumps benign (non cancerous), but that it was something
that both her mother and sister
also experienced, a condition
called fibroadenoma, hereditary
non-malignant breast lumps. In
my ignorance, I had never heard of
such a phenomenon and did some
supplementary research about the
“disease”. There are basically three
types of conditions that would lead
to lumps in breasts: breast cancer,
fibrocystic breast disease and fibroadenoma.
I will focus on fibroadenoma
the only one of the highlighted conditions that
predominantly affects women under
the age of 30. Fibroadenomas are tumors
that are comprised of
fibrous and glandular
tissue. The tumors are
usually small, oval and

freely mobile, and may also appear
in clusters. Their mobility may be
somewhat disconcerting, because
they seem to have a free range of
movement within the breast mass,
which is a bit unusual.
How can you be sure that the
“lumps” that you feel in the breast
are relatively harmless fibroadenomas? Short of doing your own self
breast exam, which all women over
the age of 20 should perform fairly
regularly, you should definitely
go to your doctor to have an ultrasonogram performed.
One may assume that a sometimes painful, often uncomfortable mammogram would have to
be taken, however it is not effective
in distinguishing fibroadenoma
masses from other types of masses
that may be present in the breast.
Once this is done, the doctor either
confirms or rules out the lumps’
identities as fibroadenomas. If you
do have the condition, there are options to deal with it depending on
the severity of the situation.
In instances where the lumps
are small and painless and
a sample biopsy
belies no

imminent threat, they can be left
alone. However, if the lumps are
too big and pose a potential threat,
they can be surgically removed.
Why do these tumors appear in
the first place? A direct cause has
not been determined, but some
links have been made to fluctuations in hormone levels as most
cases occur in women who are
pregnant, pre-menopausal, experiencing menstruation or taking
estrogen therapy.
So while there is no true preventative measure for fibroadenomas,
I think it is in the best interest of
young women everywhere to regularly perform a breast self exam. In
this age of information and technology, there are many electronic
resources available to show you
exactly how to perform a breast self
exam. Young women should make
gynecological appointments regularly to keep their reproductive and
overall health in check.
For more information on breast
health and other gynecological
issues, visit the Baruch
Health Care Center or
make an appointment
at (646) 312-2040.
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Top 5: Informational/
interesting websites
BY JESSICA CHEN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Read All About It … Online
So you’ve heard all about how
this year is the most exciting year
ever, politically. The presidential election is coming up and the
names Clinton, Obama, Huckabee
and McCain bombard you from every corner. You turn on the news
and there’s always the ubiquitous
news story about obesity and some
shocking crime. With so much to
take in, it seems almost impossible
to understand each issue to its full
extent. Thankfully, the internet, a
godsend of college students, does
not fail to offer a plethora of both
helpful and enjoyable sites that cater not only news and gravity, but
also entertainment and mirth.
1. Slate.com
Ahh, where to start? Slate is one
of the premier online news sites,
not only because of its easy to navigate, well organized site, but also
because of the amount of talent
and research that goes into its content. The website features articles
on news, politics, style, arts and
leisure, among other categories.
Rest assured, Slate’s articles are
entertaining and so are the article
choices, including “What’s wrong
with the New Lexus H ads” and
“Circumcision and Sexual Satisfaction.”
2. TheMorningNews.org
The great thing about online
news sites, The Morning News in
particular, is the level of cleverness
and opinion that can go into each
piece without corrupting it. The
layout of the site is very scattered,
and yet logical at the same time.
There are tasteful little snippets of
stories here and there, not unlike
overhearing an interesting conversation. And that’s exactly how the
articles are written, in a structured
but conversational tone, encompassing the areas of personal essays, humor, profiles, opinions and
more.

3. Gothamist.com
The Gothamist is formatted as a
more traditional blog website. The
stories cascade in a vertical fashion
and are arranged in no particular
order of importance or topic. Of
course, it is possible to navigate
between topics by selecting a specific tab, but in general, stories are
whimsically laid out. The great thing
about this layout is that it prompts
viewers to read stories and discover
facts that they might have never
known otherwise, like the banning
of smoking cigarettes on screen for
G, PG and PG-13 movies. Finally,
because it is focused on New York it
is not only relevant, but also framed
in a context of wit and snark.
4. VillageVoice.com
Just the mention of the name,
The Village Voice incites a sense of
wonder in listener’s ears. For any
who have not read The Village Voice
before, it is a quirky, alternative
newspaper, one that is more concentrated on New York, particularly
Manhattan, than most other papers. The website expands on some
of the well — loved sections of the
paper, including a specialized classifieds and Guide to New York section (a great aid, even to native New
Yorkers), as well as supplemental
pictures and videos to many of its
news stories.
5. MTVU.com
As seen in the name, this site
is an affiliate of MTV. Its focus is
also on music and activism, but
even more on college and campus
awareness and enlightenment. The
site boasts a healthy amount of interesting music and articles, urging
students to take part in such different areas such as action against
DarFur, Black History Month, poetry, and of course, spring break. The
website also hosts a variety of videos and unique contests, as well as
links that feed into the mission plan
of the site, which is to educate and
move students towards change.
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Latin hot spot meets the grade
Latin Thing
61-B Lexington Ave.
New York, NY 10010
(Between 25th & 26th St.)
(212) 213-2522
BY MARIANE ST-MAURICE
OPINION EDITOR

Tucked away on Lexington Avenue, Latin Thing may go unnoticed
to many hurrying New Yorkers.
But since it opened approximately
halfway through the past fall ’07
semester, the small orange storefront establishment has filled the
stomachs of many happy Baruch
students who have taken the time
to stop by and try it.
The place is tiny. There is just
enough room for two small tables,
four chairs, a refrigerator filled with
soda bottles and a counter with the
Latin food the restaurant gets its
name from.
Yet despite the limited space,
Latin Thing does not feel cramped.
The entire place, from its wall mirrors to the space surrounding the
food, seems, to the naked eye, to
be spotless. The size of Latin Thing,
added to its very friendly staff, in
fact makes it all the more welcoming and somehow comforting.
But Latin Thing can boast on
something other than its simplistic
décor — its food is good. The pernil
sandwich, toasted and packed with
“Puerto Rican spiced roast pork,”
will undoubtedly fill you up.
You might want to have some
napkins and gum within reach,
however, because the sandwich is
on the greasy side and will definitely give you strong garlic breath.

JOSH KU I THE TICKER

The colorful backsplash and background music give off a Latin beat.
The burritos are stuffed with
pico de gallo, rice and a choice of
meat and topping, and the portion
size is sure to hold you up for the
duration of a couple of classes.
Many people also opt for the
rice and beans platters, which
come with salad and a choice of
meat. Everything is priced between
$5.95 and $6.45 and, with a 15 percent discount for students, this can
definitely be a good choice for a big
lunch although, you’ll have to find
a place to actually eat the food.
Latin Thing also provides many
side dishes, free delivery and a
catering menu. With Latin music

playing while customers wait for
their food, the young restaurant
certainly has a young vibe.
While the food may not necessarily get you to “taste the rhythm,”
as the motto boasts, it will definitely
satisfy your cravings for Latin food
at a small price.

Out of 5 stars:
Food: ´´´1/2
Service: ´´´´1/2
Atmosphere: ´´´1/2
Price: $

JOSH KU I THE TICKER

“Taste the rhythm” at Latin Thing.
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SCHEDULE
Men’s and Women’s Swimming
2/28 – ECAC Open Finals@UPitt, TBA
2/29 – ECAC Open Finals@UPitt, TBA
3/01 – ECAC Open Finals@UPitt, TBA
3/02 – ECAC Open Finals@UPitt, TBA

Men’s Volleyball
2/25 – CUNY Polytech@Baruch, 7 p.m.
2/26 – Baruch@CUNY Lehman, 7 p.m.
2/28 – Baruch@CUNY Medgar Evers, 7 p.m.
2/29 – Bard Tournament, 6 p.m.
3/01 – Bard Tournament Playoff, TBA

February 25, 2008

CrackerJack time
After a long off-season
mired in syringes, steroids and
scandal, the baseball season
is exactly one month away.
That’s right baseball fanatics: The 2008 season of Major
League Baseball has arrived.
Our beloved New York Mets
and New York Yankees are
set to take the diamond, but
the next time our teams take
the field you
will
notice
some drastic
changes. Exit
Joe Torre. Enter Joe Girardi. Goodbye
Tom Glavine.
Hello Johan WILLIAM BATTAGLIA
Santana. WelBearcat Prowler
come back
Alex Rodriguez (minus Scott
Boras).
With the Mitchell Report
and the investigation involving multiple Cy Young Award
Winners and former Yankee
pitcher Roger Clemens grabbing baseball headlines, it’s
been easy to look past what’s
been happening in the Big Apple unless you live here.
A-Rod tested the free agent
market only to realize that the
Yankees were the only team
capable of paying him the crazy sum of money he was coveting, and that doesn’t even
include incentives, which
would bring his total payout
to $314 million. This begs the
question: Is he really worth it?
Apparently, Yankee management believes so.
After last season’s embarrassing collapse in the final
two weeks, the truth is that
this team can only get better
with Santana on board. Only
time will tell if this was a great
investment for the Mets organization, but based on Santana’s track record, the chances
of the Mets being there in the
end are definitely favorable.
The fact that the Mets now
have two Cy Young award winning pitchers (the other being
Pedro Martinez) to anchor
a pitching rotation that also
includes John Maine, Oliver
Perez and Orlando Hernandez means that the Mets have
at least learned the cardinal
rule in baseball: pitching wins
championships. This explains
why the Yankees have not won
one since 2000 and why the
Mets are surprisingly in a better position to win one in the
near future.
Randolph and Girardi, you
have your hands full. Good
luck, but if there are any two
managers that I think can
handle it and give us what we
want, it would be you two.
And so with the New York
Giants winning a Super Bowl
championship and the New
York Yankees and the New
York Mets both primed to
make a run at a World Series
title, 2008 is shaping up to be a
memorable year for New Yorkers.

Third time’s a charm
BY ROSIE GENAO

CHECK OUT
THETICKER.ORG
FOR SOUNDS
FROM THE GAME
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Danial Levent takes a shot at Mount Saint Vincent’s.

CUNY honors stars
BY JOSEPH CAFARELLI
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The CUNY Athletic Conference
held its Awards Luncheon Thursday, Feb. 14 at the Water Club in
Manhattan. This annual luncheon
celebrates the all-stars from the
men’s and women’s basketball
season, along with awarding the
conference’s Most Valuable Players
and Coaches of the Year.
Baruch’s men’s team had its lone
representative, George Kunkel,
who was awarded Second-Team All
Conference this season. “It’s nice
having everyone together, including guys I’ve been playing against
all year.” His head coach, Ray Rankis, who spoke on behalf of the
team, which won the CUNY North
Division Title for the third straight
year, joined Kunkel.
This upgrade of talent throughout the conference, however, is not
as rampant on the women’s side.
The Lady Bearcats continued their
dominance over the conference
this season, going 12-1 in CUNYAC
play. With their one loss to Lehman (11-2) on the last conference
game of the season, and just one
other competitive game against the
CSI Dolphins (12-1), the remaining seven conference opponents
for Baruch have given little, if any,

challenge to the Bearcats.
Chiresse Paradise, who was
awarded First-Team honors this
season, was quite candid in her
opinion of the other teams, and
their coaches, who vote on the
awards at the end of the season.
Asked if she felt snubbed in being
placed on the First-Team, with the
MVP award going to Lehman’s Sally Nnamani, Paradise responded,
“It makes us look bad as a conference to know I’m the best player
in the conference, and it appears
people are making decisions based
on politics.”
The “politics” Paradise speaks
of stems from a belief that other
teams in the conference envy Baruch College and the success they
enjoy. Dominique McClendon, also
a recipient of First-Team honors,
echoed Paradise’s thoughts: “Everyone feels that Baruch is cocky,
but it’s confidence.”
CUNYAC Commissioner Zak
Ivkovic agrees that the conference
is lacking parity on the women’s
side and feels that a large reason
behind this problem is the coaching instability.
“We’re fortunate on the men’s
side that we have a lot of veteran
coaches … we have some growing
pains on the women’s side,” said
Ivkovic.

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Any other regular season match
would have been an easy sweep for
the Bearcats but the Dolphins of
Mount Saint Vincent splashed on
the scene with an intensity that the
Cats were not quite ready for.
The Bearcats towered over the
visiting Dolphins, but what the visitors lacked in height they made up
in might. Mount Saint Vincent took
the first set, but the Cats snatched
the second, putting the rivals headto-head. As the each team attacked
the other and inched over one another, the victory could have gone
to any side.
The match spilled over into an
exciting fifth set, which the Bearcats
dominated with eight straight
points. In a classic seven timeout
called by Head Coach Allison Gunther, the Bearcats brought out their
claws to seal the victory.
Tag-team Danial Levent and
Radu Wyrwas shined on the home
court and paved the way for Baruch’s non-conference win. Team
Captain Levent had an impressive
game with 28 kills while Wyrwas
recorded a total of 35 assists and 12
kills.
The Bearcats have won the last
six of seven matches played, improving their overall record to 8-6
with the win against Mount Saint
Vincent.
Later that week, the Cats took
on three conference rivals: City
College, York College and arch rival
Hunter College.
The importance of communication on the court resonated with
the team post-game. Senior Sergey
Dudchenko commented, “[Mount
Saint Vincent] played tough … but
we kept communicating, kept talking and picked each other up.”

Rookie Jan Wojdat added, “For
the first time since the beginning
of the season, we played well as a
team. We stepped it up [in the] last
set and have to keep it up for the
rest of the season.”
Head Coach Allison Gunther
sighed with relief after witnessing
the intense match that kept her off
her seat. “I’m just really excited they
blew out in the end,” she grinned.
“They stepped it up and played the
way I know they can play.”
With one-third of their season down, the Bearcats have fared
well, winning six of seven matches
played. Still, there is much to be
done as the season approaches its
peak, both from the athletes and
the coaching end.
“They tend to get down on
themselves, but when they’re
pumped they play ten times better.
As a coach, I have to find out how to
keep them pumped throughout the
game,” Coach Gunther said.
The team is currently finding
what is best for them, mixing up the
lineup and giving different strategic
plays a try. Even with some returning players, the team is overwhelmingly different from last year’s.
“We have to guide the freshman” said junior Libero/Defense
Specialist Levi Rachmanov, “As veterans, we have to initiate communication on the court.”
The key to future victories for
this year’s team? Communication
on the court and playing fundamental volleyball.
For a regular non-conference
game, the match against Mount
Saint Vincent was an important
learning experience for the home
team.
“It all came together when it
mattered,” stated Coach Gunther.
“It was a team effort and I’m really
proud of them.”

CATS FIZZLE OUT
BY MARIANE ST-MAURICE
OPINION EDITOR

A little over a week after
Baruch’s basketball teams took
down Hunter’s in the spectacular
Battle of Lexington, the Hawks
came back to the gym where they
had so recently been defeated
and obtained their revenge.
On Saturday, Feb. 17, fans
crowded the gym once more for
the CUNY Athletic Conference
championship quarterfinal, the
first round of playoffs that had
been highly anticipated by the
Bearcats since their pre-season.
The team was confident going into the game, though their
recent victory over the Hunter
Hawks had been a close one.
“We were ready, we knew what
we had to do,” said Head Coach
Ray Rankis.
But, if fifth-seed Hunter had
an advantage, it was their thirst
for revenge and their desire for
victory against fourth-seed Baruch. “Human nature is [such]
that when you lose, you become
more desperate the next time
around,” reflected Rankis.
The Hawks put forth their best

effort, and at the forefront was
Marlon Smith, a Division I transfer student-athlete who scored 37
points in the game, and was well
supported by the team’s secondary players. By halftime, Hunter
was winning 40-33, holding a
significant lead that would only
grow to be more so right up until
the sound of the final buzzer.
As the game progressed, the
Bearcats fought to try and keep
the Hawks’ lead at a minimum.
Even Tammer Farid’s 19
points and George Kunkel’s 18
points and nine rebounds were
not enough to put the Bearcats
back on track to victory, as the
Hawks had a response for everything the Bearcats came up with.
“I saw in [the players’] eyes
the need for us as coaches to give
them a magic elixir,” recalls Rankis of his players’ attitude during
the game, which eventually ended with a score of 90-67 in favor
of the Hunter Hawks.
The reality that this was their
last game this season left Baruch’s athletes and coaching staff
stunned, angry and, in the case
of a few seniors, in tears.
BARUCH SPORTS INFORMATION

